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Abstract
Residual based, a posteriori FEM error estimation is based on the formulation and solution of local, boundary value
problems for the error. The error problem is inherently global, but it is split into local problems utilizing a recovery of the
local boundary conditions for the error on single elements or patches of elements: “Recovery of the 1uxes” or “splitting of
the jumps”. Approximation decisions are involved in the splitting of the global problem into local problems, and the actual
estimator depends heavily on the type of approximations performed. To provide a foundation for the decision process and
to understand the various versions of residual estimators in use today, it is essential to know the underlying mathematical
theory behind the error estimation problem, and the restrictions that is put on the problems. In this work, such a theory
is presented, and in light of the theory, various error estimators are developed. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
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1. Introduction
When a boundary value problem has a classical solution, then the 'nite element error function is
described as the solution to a di>erent boundary value problem. In this work such a boundary value
problem for the error is developed, with boundary conditions of Dirichlet and Neumann type on the
boundaries of all 'nite elements. The error problem is linear in the error, but contains noncomputable
terms depending on the exact solution.
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Variational formulations for the error problem is given, and based on this, various pointwise error
estimators are developed by using di>erent types of local boundary conditions and di>erent methods
of recovery.
All problems, both for the recovery of the boundary conditions and for the error function, may
be made local to a single 'nite element or a small patch of elements. The option of solving global
linear problems is left open. This may be of some interest for nonlinear problems, or when an LU
factorization of the global solution matrix may be reutilized.
Global but no local norm equivalences between estimated and exact error are given. The problems
of estimating the error in the “quantity of interest” (See Babuska and Miller [8] and more recently
Rannacher et al. [16,17,31,30]) and obtaining guaranteed upper and lower bounds for the error by
estimating the “error in the error” (See BabuIska et al. [11–13,20]) has not been addressed. Instead,
the error of the error estimators are controlled by knowing exactly what noncomputable terms are
discarded, and analyzing the e>ect of such discardings.
The equilibrium method for 'nding error estimators for the 'nite element method was introduced
by P. Ladeveze in his doctoral thesis. A more accessible reference is [28]. Later the approach was
applied in a global setting by Kelly in, for example, [27] and in a local setting by Bank and Weiser
in [15]. More recently the approach was applied again in a local setting by Ainsworth and Oden in
[1–3] and by BabuIska et al. in [11,12,20]. Most recently, the method has been treated at textbook
level in [5,13]. In all cases a very small class of test problems has been considered, and it has
been unclear how to generalize the methods. In this article is provided a general framework for a
posteriori error estimation, containing as special cases most of the previously considered methods.
The theory is based on the pretension that error estimation should be less expensive than computation
of the solution. This is obtained by solving only linear, local problems for the error. As an exception
to this rule, for nonlinear problems we may allow global linear problems for the error. As another
exception, for linear problems solved with direct methods we may allow “alternative right-hand sides
for the 'nite element matrix”, i.e., if the 'nite element solution ultimately is found by solving a
matrix equation of the form Bu = q then we shall allow computations involving the solution of
matrix equations of the form Be= r retaining the matrix B, but changing the right-hand side vector
q to r. Such solutions are easily obtained reusing the LU factorization of the B matrix.
Common for all approaches so far has been the recovery of the error in an a priori given norm,
generally the energy norm. In [22,23] Hugger presents a method for the pointwise recovery of
the error, leaving the possibility open for post processing of the 'nite element solution or for the
estimation of the 'nite element error in an arbitrary norm. The 'rst article presents the solution
in the one-dimensional case where everything works very well. The second article deals with the
two-dimensional case and the results presented are not complete, since the issue of how to approx-
imate the error on the edges of the 'nite elements is resolved only in the coarsest manner. The
theory in this article develops the framework for pointwise estimation of the error. This allows for
error estimation in any user selected measure.
The idea behind this article was to start out in a fairly general setting, only simplifying as
problems arise. In this way it was hoped to gain understanding of where the essential problems exist
and to what extent simple benchmark problems can be used to understand the whole picture for
real-life problems. Since such an approach tends to make the article harder to read, it was decided
to follow, in parallel, the standard textbook example of the Poisson equation. The approach has been
to start from a classical boundary value problem, and generalize from there to the usual variational
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formulation seeking solutions in various Sobolev spaces. It seemed to the author that while the
general formulation certainly has advantages when it comes to proving results about existence and
uniqueness of solutions, convergence and the like, it is not necessarily the formulation that gives
the clearest understanding of what can be done and what cannot be done. At the same time, many
real-life problems can be approximated with good results in a classical setting.
The contents of this article are the following: In Section 2 most of the geometrical notation and
some of the standard function spaces used in the article are introduced. In Sections 3–5 classical and
variational formulations of the problem for the error function for a class of nonlinear, second-order
boundary value problems, and for the example problem, are given. The formulations are based on the
above-mentioned pretension, that apart from certain exemptions, to keep error estimation cheap, it
may only involve local computations over at most a few elements, and on these elements only linear
problems may be solved for the error estimation, even if the original problem was nonlinear. The
investigation results in an expression for the error depending among other on the boundary conditions
for the error on the internal boundaries of the 'nite elements, expressed in the form of a number of
unknown functions describing the splitting of some lower-order derivatives of the error across the
boundaries. In Section 6 the general approach to error estimation inside and on the boundaries of the
elements is described, and in Section 7 is presented a number of error estimators based on the results
of Sections 3–5, either assuming knowledge of the boundary conditions on the internal edges, or not
depending on these. It is shown that independently of the choice of approximations to the Neumann
condition splitting functions, in many cases the error estimator obtained by solving the resulting
local problems from Section 5 is both an upper and lower estimator of the global linearized energy
measure of the error, as long as linearization errors are negligible. In Section 8 a general method
for pointwise recovery of the Neumann condition splitting functions or equivalently the Neumann
boundary conditions is presented. In Section 9 we similarly present two methods for the recovery
of Dirichlet boundary conditions. The methods are also used for smoothening of the error estimator.
In Section 10 we put all the pieces together and present the complete error estimator, or rather an
algorithm for putting the pieces together in various ways to form one of a number of possible error
estimators. Section 11 presents a few computational results indicating the validity of the approach,
while a more thorough numerical investigation is postponed to a followup paper. Finally Section 12
concludes the paper.
2. Notation
Quite a lot of geometrical notation is necessary when dealing with local residual error estimators.
An overview is given here, in part to provide a point of reference, when the notation later is needed.
To make the notation easier to assimilate, also a graphical representation of the most important
de'nitions is given in Fig. 1. Let for a positive integer n, a domain ⊂Rn, a disjoint splitting
{@D; @N} of the boundary @ of the closure O of , and a 'nite element mesh T = {
k}Nk=1
over  be given. (The elements 
k , k = 1; : : : ; N are open, disjoint subsets of , and { O
k}Nk=1 is
a 'nite covering of O). Let @
k be the boundary of O
k . We denote kj = @
k ∩ @
j an Internal
Edge of T i> kj has a positive (n − 1)-dimensional measure and k = j. Also denote by {kj}j∈sk
the set of internal edges of O
k , and de'ne an ordering of all internal edges of T and denote them
{kmjm}Mm=1. Let @I =
⋃M
m=1 kmjm denote the union of the internal edges of  with respect to T . Also
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Fig. 1. Geometrical notation, exempli'ed to the two-dimensional, polygonal case. If a line ends in a • it points to a
point. If it ends in a © it points to an edge. If it ends in an ∗ it points to a patch of elements
we denote by int() and @ the interior and boundary points respectively, of a set  with positive
(n− 1)-dimensional measure, with respect to Rn−1. Finally, let {Pkj}j∈pk be the set of corner points
of 
k and let {P‘}L‘=1 be an ordering of all the corner points in T . P‘ for ‘¿L will be used for
certain points in  which are not corner points in T . ‘ signi'es the patch of radius one around P‘
(to be de'ned) and {
k}k∈R‘ are the elements of the patch.
Let Ck ; Pp; L2, and H1 be the usual spaces of k times continuously di>erentiable functions,
polynomials of total degree at most p, square integrable functions, and weakly di>erentiable functions
with functions and weak 'rst derivatives in L2, respectively. Let
◦
H1 be the subspace of H1 with
vanishing traces on the boundary of the domain. For any space U() let the Broken Space UB(; T )
with respect to the 'nite element mesh T be de'ned by u∈UB(; T )⇔ u|
k ∈U()|
k ; k=1; : : : ; N .
Correspondingly, for any space U(@I) let the Broken Space UB(@I ; T ) with respect to the 'nite
element mesh T be de'ned by u∈UB(@I ; T )⇔ u|km;jm ∈U(@I)|km;jm ; m= 1; : : : ; M .
We denote by u a solution to the “originally posed boundary value problem” and by e its error in
relation to an approximation ufe of u. The names ; ; ;  and Q are used for quantities relating to
internal boundary conditions (1uxes) for the error. (;  and Q relates to Neumann conditions and
 and  to Dirichlet conditions). Functions are indexed ex for boundary value or strong variational
formulations, and w for weak variational formulations.
We denote by X the solution spaces for boundary value formulations and for trial spaces for strong
variational formulations, where the test spaces are denoted Y. U and V are used for trial and test
spaces, respectively, for weak variational formulations. Finally W is used for some special property
subspaces of the test spaces (related to the equilibrium condition). Function spaces are indexed u or
e according to which function is recovered in the problem. Super indices I, N and D are used when
necessary to specify that Internal, Neumann and Dirichlet data is recovered, respectively.
Hence we have uex ∈Xu; eex ∈Xe and (ex; ex)∈XNe , with test functions v∈Yu; v∈Ye and
v∈YNe respectively for strong variational formulations. Eventually, test functions are in YI;N;De if both
e; ; ;  and  are recovered in the problem. Correspondingly uw ∈Uu; ew ∈Ue and (w; w)∈UNe ,
with test functions v∈Vu; v∈Ve and v∈VNe respectively. Eventually test functions are in VI;N;De if
both e; ; ;  and  are recovered in the problem.
In general ˜ is used for approximations, for example when replacing in'nite dimensional spaces or
functions in such spaces, with approximating 'nite dimensional spaces or functions in those spaces. ˆ
is used to designate the linearization of a nonlinear operator, while the index L is used for the linear
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'rst derivative term. We need some more diversi'cation for the error approximations, so apart from
e˜ we shall use Ie and in Section 8 also eˆ for approximations to the error e.
3. Broken classical boundary value problems
Throughout the article, we shall consider one particular example, namely that of the scalar
Poisson problem on a square with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions:
Find uex ∈Xu() = C2() ∩ C0( O) :

xuex = f in ; uex = 0 on @ for  = ]0; 1[
2⊂R2; (1)
for some known, continuous function f that allows existence and uniqueness of solution to
problem (1).
In parallel, we consider another somewhat more general and notationally more complex problem:
Assume the existence and uniqueness of a Broken Classical solution to the following boundary value
problem:
Find uex ∈Xu() = C2B(; T ) ∩ C1B( ∪ @N ; T ) ∩ C0B( ∪ @D; T ) ∩ Gex( O):
Auex = f in  where Au=−x · a(u) + b(u);
uex = 0 on @D; a(uex) · n = g on @N ; and ‘(uex) = 0: (2)
Here Gex( O) is a set of global smoothness conditions insuring the transfer of suScient boundary
data across element interfaces to maintain the degree of uniqueness of solution provided by the
boundary data. We assume that (2) without the condition ‘(uex) = 0 only has isolated solutions.
‘(uex)= 0 is then a condition that by assumption picks out one particular solution from the possible
multitude of isolated solutions to the remainder of the problem. It is introduced only for notational
purposes, to make it possible to talk about uniqueness instead of having to deal with some notion of
“local uniqueness”. In problem (2), n is an outward unit normal vector to the boundary in question.
a : (x; u;xu)∈ × R) × Rn×) → Rn×), b : (x; u;xu)∈ × R) × Rn×) → R), f : x∈ → R),
and g : x∈ → R), are suitable ) component functions for some positive integer ), where we
suppress the dependence on x and xu to simplify notation. Assume that a∈C1B(×R)×Rn×); T ),
b∈C0B(×R)×Rn×); T ), f∈C0B(; T ), g∈C0B(@N ; T ). For the example problem (1), A=
x i.e.,
a =−x and b ≡ 0. Also @N = ∅.
Let the function ufe satisfy ufe ∈C2B(; T )∩Gfe( O) and ufe = 0 on @D where Gfe( O) is a possibly
empty set of global smoothness conditions (e.g., C0( O)). In practice ufe shall be a 'nite element,
piecewise polynomial approximation to a solution uex to problem (2); hence the index fe.
Denition 1. De'ne the Exact Error Function eex ∈Xe()⊆C2B(; T ) by
eex = uex − ufe; (3)
where Xe() is the intersection of C2B(; T ) with possible common parts of C
1
B(∪@N ; T )∩C0B(∪
@D; T ) ∩ Gex( O)) and Gfe( O).
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For our example problem (1), we shall assume that ufe ∈Pp;B(; T ) ∩ C0( O) so that eex ∈
C2B(; T ) ∩ C0( O).
The goal of this section is simply to reformulate problems (1) and (2) so that they appear as sets
of linear boundary value problems for the error in each element of the 'nite element mesh T , with
boundary conditions of Dirichlet and=or Neumann type on all boundaries of all elements in T . Global
smoothness conditions will bind the local problems together into one global problem. The resulting
error problems cannot be used directly for computation since they, apart from the global smoothness
conditions will involve the unknown exact solution uex at least for nonlinear and nonsmooth problems
(but not for the example problem), as well as the error itself (hidden in unknown functions for the
Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions). Instead, methods will be devised in later sections to
sever some of the global smoothness conditions and discard other, as well as to estimate some of
the noncomputable terms and discard other.
We shall study local, linear problems for the error, and therefore start linearizing a and b
around ufe.
Denition 2. De'ne the aSne linearizations aˆ and bˆ by
aˆ(u) = a(ufe) + aL(u− ufe); (4)
bˆ(u) = b(ufe) + bL(u− ufe): (5)
Here aL = Dua(ufe) and bL = Dub(ufe) are the FrechTet derivatives in the point ufe of a and b,
respectively. We shall assume that these derivatives exist and note that they are linear. Also note
that if a and b are linear, as for our example problem (1), then aˆ = aL = a and bˆ= bL = b.
Denition 3. De'ne the aSne and the linear di>erential operators Aˆ and AL by
Aˆu=−x · aˆ(u) + bˆ(u); (6)
ALu=−x · aL(u) + bL(u): (7)
Note again that if a and b are linear, then Aˆ= AL = A.
We shall assume that AL is invertible, in the sense that the following problem has only the trivial
solution:
Find u∈Xu():
ALu= 0 in ; u= 0 on @D; aL(u) · n = 0 on @N : (8)
For our example problem (1) this simpli8es to the correct statement that the Laplace equation,
with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions, has only the trivial solution on the unit square.
A general assumption for this paper is that a and b are not any more nonlinear (with respect to
the mesh T ) than to allow us to discard terms involving the di>erence between an operator and
it’s linearization, like (Aˆ − A)uex, (aˆ − a)(uex) and (bˆ − b)(uex), without in1uencing the result (the
estimated error) signi'cantly. We shall say that the problem is almost linear. Hence we attempt to
express the error by known terms plus unknown terms of the type above. From problem (2) we get
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the following local, linear di>erential equations for the error:
ALeex = Aˆuex − Aufe
=Auex + (Aˆ− A)uex − Aufe
=f − Aufe + (Aˆ− A)uex in 
k; k = 1; : : : ; N: (9)
For boundary conditions on @ note that
eex = 0 on @D; (10)
aL(eex) · n= {aˆ(uex)− a(ufe)} · n
= {a(uex) + (aˆ − a)(uex)− a(ufe)} · n
= g− a(ufe) · n + (aˆ − a)(uex) · n on @N : (11)
For internal edge boundary conditions on @I , let for any function u de'ned on , and for any
k ∈{1; : : : ; N}; uk denote the restriction of u to O
k . Derivatives on @
k will be the usual one-sided
ones. As an exception to this notation rule, nk will denote the unit normal vector on @
k , outward
from 
k . For internal edge Neumann boundary conditions we start noting that if aL(uex) is contin-
uous across an internal edge kj, as is the case for the example problem (1), then the sum of the
Neumann conditions for the error on the two sides of the edge (often denoted The (Neumann) Jump
Term) is computable, since −<aL(eex)=@
k ·nk =aL(eex; k) ·nk +aL(eex; j) ·nj=−aL(ufe; k) ·nk−aL(ufe; j) ·nj,
because nj =−nk . Here we de8ne the Jump as follows with obvious notation:
Denition 4. De'ne the Jump of any function u∈C0B(; T ) by
<u=@
k = u(outside 
k)− u(inside 
k); k = 1; : : : ; N: (12)
Instead of asking directly for the Neumann boundary condition functions, i.e., “Find the two
(unknown) Neumann condition functions summing up to the (known) jump term”, we can then ask
the question “How do we split the jump term on an edge between the elements of the edge”. The
purpose of this reformulation is mainly to bring the notation in line with some earlier methods,
where an even splitting of the jump term among the edges was selected. For a mathematical
formulation of the splitting problem, the most simple form would be “Find two (unknown) functions
(one for each element of the edge) summing up to 1, such that the Neumann conditions (N ) are
given by these functions multiplied by the (known) jump term”. (Ni=i · jump; i=1; 2, 1+2=1).
This formulation is too simple however, since there is no guarantee that the Neumann conditions
are both zero whenever the jump term is. Instead we need the more general splitting problem
“Find two (unknown) splitting functions summing up to 1, and two further (unknown) correction
functions summing up to zero and each being identically zero when the jump term is nonzero, such
that the Neumann conditions are given by the correction functions added to the product of the
splitting functions and the (known) jump term”. (Ni=i · jump+i; i=1; 2; 1+2=1, 1+2=0,
1 = 2 = 0 when jump = 0).
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If aL(uex) is not continuous across kj, the jump term is not computable, since it is given by
aL(eex; k) · nk + aL(eex; j) · nj =−<aL(eex)=@
k · nk
= <aL(ufe)=@
k · nk − <aL(uex)=@
k · nk
on kj; j∈ sk ; k = 1; : : : ; N: (13)
We can still use the splitting approach even though the jump term is unknown. We simply split
some (for now arbitrary) known function JN : @I → R). (JN could possibly be an approximation
to the jump term). Note that the jump term is continuous and have a continuous 'rst derivative
on any internal edge by the requirements in problem (2) and the smoothness requirements for ufe.
Hence we shall require that also JN ∈C1(kmjm) for m=1; : : : ; M . This leads to the General Neumann
Condition Splitting Problem
Find (ex; ex)∈XNe (JN ; @I):
aL(eex; l) · nl = ex; lJN + ex; l on kj; l= k; j; j∈ sk ; k = 1; : : : ; N: (14)
XNe is selected foremost to be known (computable) and secondly to maintain as well as possible the
conditions on the - and -functions from the general splitting problem. It is possible to maintain
the splitting properties ex; k + ex; j ≡ 1 on kj, but since on any internal edge kj, JN is neither
required to equal −<aL(eex)=@
k · nk nor to share its zeros, it is in general not possible to maintain the
requirement of zero sum everywhere and zero value whenever JN is nonzero for the -functions. In
the special case uex ∈C1(), as for our example problem, we may take JN =−<aL(eex)=@
k · nk since
the jump term is computable, and we could enforce these requirements. Since ufe ∈Pp;B(; T ) for
the example problem, JN ∈Pp;B(@I ; T ), i.e. is a polynomial of degree at most p on each internal
edge, in this case. Thirdly XNe is selected to realize uniqueness of solution to (14). This is rather
arbitrarily done by aiming for even splitting whenever possible.
Denition 5. De'ne for any function J ∈C1B(@I ; T ),
XNe (J; @I) = {(; ): = (k ; j);  = (k; j) on kj where
k + j ≡ 1 on kj; k ≡ j on 0kj(J ); k ≡ j on 1kj(J );
k ; j; k ; j ∈C1(1kj(J ) ∪ int(0kj(J ))); j∈ sk ; k = 1; : : : ; N}; (15)
where we also de'ne disjoint splittings of any internal edge kj with respect to a function J by
0kj(J ) = {x∈kj: J = 0} and 1kj(J ) = {x∈kj: J = 0}: (16)
Lemma 6. The unique solution to (14) are the Exact Neumann Condition Splitting Functions ex
and ex; with components given by
ex; l =


{aL(eex; l) · nl − ex; l}=JN on 1kj(JN )
1=2 on 0kj(JN )
l= k; j; j∈ sk ; k = 1; : : : ; N; (17)
ex; l =


1
2{−<aL(eex)=@
k · nk − JN} on 1kj(JN )
aL(eex; l) · nl on 0kj(JN )
l= k; j; j∈ sk ; k = 1; : : : ; N: (18)
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Proof. Elementary.
We sum up the special case properties for ex in the following lemma:
Lemma 7. Assuming the existence of a unique solution uex ∈C1() to problem (2); the selection
JN =−<aL(eex)=@
k · nk on kj; j∈ sk ; k =1; : : : ; N is computable and leads to ex; k + ex; j ≡ 0 on kj
and ex; k ≡ ex; j ≡ 0 on 1kj; j∈ sk ; k = 1; : : : ; N .
In particular if <aL(eex)=@
k · nk = 0 everywhere on kj for some k ∈{1; : : : ; N} and j∈ sk ; then
ex; k ≡ ex; j ≡ 0 on kj. Assuming further that JN ∈Pp;B(@; T ) (as in the example problem); then
either 0kj(JN ) = kj; in which case ex ≡ 12 ; or 0kj(JN ) is a 8nite set of (between 0 and p) points;
in which case ex = 0 (in L2 sense). In either case; only ex or ex; but never both; are unknown.
Proof. This follows directly from (18).
Hence for uex ∈C1() as for example for problem (1), we may restrict the solution space in (14)
from XNe (JN ; @I) to X
N;1
e (<aL(ufe)=@
k · nk ; @I) where
Denition 8. For any function J ∈C1B(@I ; T ) de'ne
XN;1e (J; @I) = {(; ): = (k ; j);  = (k; j) on kj where
k + j ≡ 1 on kj; k ≡ j on 0kj(J ); k ≡ j on 1kj(J );
k + j ≡ 0; on kj; k ; j; k ; j ∈C1(1kj(J ) ∪ int(0kj(J )));
j∈ sk ; k = 1; : : : ; N}: (19)
Correspondingly we can split the internal edge Dirichlet boundary conditions. The (Dirichlet)
Jump Term
eex; j − eex; k = <eex=@
k = <uex=@
k − <ufe=@
k on kj; j∈ sk ; k = 1; : : : ; N; (20)
may be noncomputable, so instead we split an arbitrary, known function JD : @I → R) in C2B(@I ; T )
by considering the General Dirichlet Condition Splitting Problem
Find (ex; ex)∈XDe (JD; @I): eex; l = ex; lJD + ex; l on kj; l= k; j; j∈ sk ; k = 1; : : : ; N; (21)
where XDe (J; @I) equals X
N
e (J; @I) except that the smoothness conditions are k ; j; k ; j ∈
C2(1kj(J ) ∪ int(0kj(J ))).
Lemma 9. The unique solution to (21) are the exact Dirichlet condition splitting functions ex and
ex, with components given by
ex; l =


{eex; l − ex; l}=JD on 1kj(JD)
1=2 on 0kj(JD)
l= k; j; j∈ sk ; k = 1; : : : ; N; (22)
ex; l =


1
2{eex; k + eex; j − JD} on 1kj(JD)
eex; l on 0kj(JD)
l= k; j; j∈ sk ; k = 1; : : : ; N: (23)
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Proof. Elementary.
For the example problem (1), the jump term is not only computable, it is known a priori since
it is identically zero. Then JD = 0 should be chosen, eliminating ex; ‘, ‘ = k; j from the general
Dirichlet condition splitting problem and giving ex; ‘ = eex; ‘, ‘= k; j. Hence the splitting approach
degenerates to recovering the continuous error on the edges. For the example problem, we shall
not consider splitting the Dirichlet boundary conditions for the recovery of boundary conditions,
only as a possible means to obtain smoothening. Note that in case of systems of equations ()¿ 1),
the divisions and the tests in (17)–(18) and (22)–(23) are performed component wise. Collecting
results from equations (9)–(11), (14) and (21) gives the following boundary value problem for
the error, for some arbitrary, known functions JN ∈C1B(@I ; T ) and JD ∈C2B(@I ; T ) de'ned on the
internal edges @I :
Find e∈Xe(); (; )∈XNe (JN ; @I); (; )∈XDe (JD; @I): e + ufe ∈Xu();
ALe = f − Aufe + (Aˆ− A)uex in 
k
e = 0 on @
k ∩ @D
e = kJD + k on kj; j∈ sk ; i:e: on @
k\@
aL(e) · nk = g− a(ufe; k) · nk + (aˆ − a)(uex; k) · nk on @
k ∩ @N
aL(e) · nk = kJN + k on kj; j∈ sk ; i:e: on @
k\@;
for k = 1; : : : ; N: (24)
Here uex is the unique broken classical solution to problem (2), and ufe is the function introduced
above Eq. (3). We obtain the following result:
Theorem 10. Let ufe ∈C2B(; T ) ∩ Gfe( O) satisfy ufe = 0 on @D; and assume the existence of a
unique solution uex to problem (2); and the uniqueness of solution to problem (8).
Then problem (24) has the unique solution e = eex; = ex;  = ex; = ex; = ex.
Proof. By the construction above, e = eex;  = ex;  = ex;  = ex;  = ex solve problem (24).
Letting u= e+ufe, the di>erential equation and the boundary values on @ reduce to (8) for u−uex,
so that u = uex, i.e. e = eex. From the internal boundary conditions and the de'nitions of XNe and
XDe , we recover the rest of the uniqueness.
For our example problem (1) the linearization process of course is unnecessary, and we ar-
rive directly by the use of (14), at the following problem, considering only Neumann boundary
conditions on the internal edges:
Find e∈Xe() = C2B(; T ) ∩ C0( O); (; )∈XN;1e (< −xufe=@
k · nk ; @I) :
e + ufe ∈Xu() = C2() ∩ C0( O);

xe = f − 
xufe in 
k
e = 0 on @
k ∩ @
−xe · nk = k < −xufe=@
k · nk + k on kj; j∈ sk ; i:e: on @
k\@;
for k = 1; : : : ; N: (25)
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Theorem 10 holds also for this problem, changing only (2) to (1) and (24) to (25). The uniqueness
of solution to (8) is trivial in this case.
4. Broken classical variational problems
To get a “local” variational formulation for the classically formulated boundary value problem
(24), we multiply the di>erential equation with a test function v, integrate over an element 
k and
use Greens theorem to get rid of the second order derivatives. This gives∫

k
{aL(e) ·xv+ bL(e)v} dx
=
∫

k
{fv− a(ufe) ·xv− b(ufe)v+ (aˆ − a)(uex) ·xv+ (bˆ− b)(uex)v} dx
+
∫
@
k∩@D
{aL(e) + a(ufe; k)− (aˆ − a)(uex; k)} · nkvk ds
+
∫
@
k\@
{kJN + k + {a(ufe; k)− (aˆ − a)(uex; k)} · nk}vk ds
+
∫
@
k∩@N
gvk ds; ∀v∈Gtest; B( O; T ): (26)
Gtest; B( O; T ) is the space of all test functions v, so that the partial integrations are allowed and
all integrals are 'nite. This requires certain local smoothness properties of Gtest; B, depending on a,
aL; aˆ; b; bL; bˆ; f and g. Note that no smoothness needs to be required across element boundaries.
If for example all the above-mentioned functions are in L2() then Gtest; B( O; T ) =H1B( O; T ) is
a possibility. With continuously di>erentiable data, C1B(; T ) is another possibility. Maintaining the
smoothness requirements from the classical formulation this gives the following problem, with ex-
istence and uniqueness of solution guaranteed by the same properties for problem (24) as long as
Gtest; B( O; T ) is taken suSciently large:
Find e∈Xe(); (; )∈XNe (JN ; @I); (; )∈XDe (JD; @I):
e + ufe ∈Xu(); e|@D = 0; e|kj = kJD + k ; j∈ sk ;
BL;k(e; v) = Rk(v) + (Bˆk − Bk)(uex; v) + SDk (e; uex; v) + SNk (v)
+SIk (; ; uex; v); k = 1; : : : ; N; ∀v∈YI;N;De () = Gtest; B( O; T ); (27)
where we use the de'nitions
Bk(u; v) =
∫

k
{a(u) ·xv+ b(u)v}dx; Lk(v) =
∫

k
fv dx;
Rk(v) = Lk(v)− Bk(ufe; v); SNk (v) =
∫
@
k∩@N
gvk ds;
SI;1k; j (; ; v) =
∫
kj
{kJN + k}vk ds; SI;2k; j (u; v) =
∫
kj
a(uk) · nkvk ds;
S˜
I
k; j(; ; v) = S
I;1
k; j (; ; v) + S
I;2
k; j (ufe; v);
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SIk; j(; ; u; v) = S˜
I
k; j(; ; v) + (S
I;2
k; j − Sˆ
I;2
k; j)(u; v):
SD;2k (u; v) =
∫
@
k∩@D
a(uk) · nkvk ds;
S˜
D
k (e; v) = S
D;2
L; k (e; v) + S
D;2
k (ufe; v);
SDk (e; u; v) = S˜
D
k (e; v) + (S
D;2
k − Sˆ
D;2
k )(u; v): (28)
We de'ne Bˆk ; Sˆ
I;2
k; j and Sˆ
D;2
k by replacing a by aˆ and b by bˆ in Bk; S
I;2
k; j and S
D;2
k , respectively.
Correspondingly we de'ne BL;k and S
D;2
L; k by replacing a by aL and b by bL in Bk and S
D;2
k . Also
other “hat” and “L” operators are de'ned correspondingly. SIk is de'ned as
∑
j∈sk S
I
k; j, and other “index
k” operators are recovered correspondingly from “index k; j” operators. Finally for any “index k”
operator Fk , the “no index” operator F is de'ned by F =
∑N
k=1 Fk .
Theorem 11. Let the assumptions (and conclusions) of Theorem (1) hold. Assume further that
YI;N;De () is chosen so small that all integrals in (27) exist, but also so big that the usual density
argument means that (27) implies (24). Then problem (27) has the unique solution e = eex;  =
ex;  = ex; = ex; = ex.
Proof. The usual density argument.
Using ex; kJN + ex; k = aL(eex; k) · nk from (14), we get the following results:
SDk (eex; uex; v) =
∫
@
k∩@D
a(uex; k) · nkvk ds;
SIk; j(ex; ex; uex; v) =
∫
kj
a(uex; k) · nkvk ds: (29)
Replacing e with eex in SDk and  and  with ex and ex in (27), the conclusion of Theorem 11 still
holds, as long as the internal edge Neumann boundary conditions aL(e) · nk = kJN + k are strongly
enforced in (27) like the Dirichlet conditions, if the last replacement is made. In general we shall
not anticipate (; ) = (ex; ex), but we will use e = eex in the Dirichlet boundary term to simplify
the problem.
For our example problem (1), (27)–(29) take the simpler form
Find e∈Xe() = C2B(; T ) ∩ C0( O);
(; )∈XN;1e (< −xufe=@
k · nk ; @I):
e + ufe ∈Xu() = C2() ∩ C0( O); e|@ = 0;
Bk(e; v) = Rk(v) + S˜
D
k (e; v) + S˜
I
k(; ; v); for k = 1; : : : ; N; ∀v∈YI;Ne () = C1B(; T ); (30)
where with the de8nitions of (28)
Bk(e; v) =
∫

k
−xe ·xv dx;
Rk(v) =
∫

k
(fv+xufe ·xv)dx;
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S˜
I
k; j(; ; v) =
∫
kj
{k < −xufe=@
k · nk + k −xufe · nk}vk ds;
S˜
D
k (e; v) =
∫
@
k∩@
−x(e + ufe) · nkvk ds: (31)
The conclusion of Theorem 11 clearly holds, omitting  and , and with (30) replacing (27), by
the density of C1B(; T ) in L
2().
To close the circle, adding the N variational equations in (27) and using Theorem 11, we get the
global variational problem
Find uex ∈Xu(): uex|@D = 0; ‘(uex) = 0;
B(uex; v) = L(v) + SD(uex; v) + SN (v) + SI (uex; v); ∀v∈Yu() = Gtest; B( O; T ):
(32)
Here B=
∑N
k=1 Bk; L=
∑N
k=1 Lk; S
D=
∑N
k=1 S
D
k ; S
N =
∑N
k=1 S
N
k and S
I =
∑N
k=1 S
I
k . Note that the S
I -term
can alternatively be written SI (uex; v) =
∑M
m=1 S
I;3
km;jm(uex; v) where
SI;3k; j (u; v) =
∫
kj
{−<a(u)=@
k · nkvk + a(uj) · nj<v=@
k} ds; j∈ sk ; k = 1; : : : ; N: (33)
We have added the uniqueness condition ‘(uex) = 0 from (2) in (32) since this problem, in contrast
to the error problems, is formulated as a nonlinear problem. Note that (32) can also be derived
directly from (2) using the same approach as when deriving (27) from (24). For our example
problem (1) if only we select continuous test functions vanishing on @, we get the usual global
problem B(uex; v) = L(v).
5. Weak variational problems
Typically, (32) is not the variational formulation chosen for study of the exact solution. To allow
less smooth data, we need to consider topologically weaker solutions than the classical solutions
considered so far. Hence the solution set is enlarged, and the test space changed according to the
well-developed theory of Sobolev spaces, to maintain existence and uniqueness of solution in this
bigger class of problems. Doing this, (32) turns into
Find uw ∈Uu():
B(uw; v) = L(v) + SD(uw; v) + SN (v) + SI (uw; v) ∀v∈Vu()
where
Xu() ∩ {u: u|@D = 0; ‘(u) = 0}⊆Uu()
⊆H1() ∩ {u: u|@D = 0; ‘(u) = 0}: (34)
We shall assume that Uu() and Vu() have been selected not only so that a solution uex to prob-
lem (2) will also solve problem (34), but also so that we have uniqueness of solution for
problem (34).
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For our example problem (1), we shall consider the following weak formulation, which is a
simpli8cation of (34):
Find uw ∈Uu() =
◦
H1() ∩ C1(): B(uw; v) = L(v) ∀v∈Vu =
◦
H1(): (35)
Note that we assume that the data is chosen to give a unique C1() solution.
ufe is supposed to be the unique solution in some 'nite dimensional space Ufe()⊂C2B(; T ) ∩
Gfe( O) to a discretized version of problem (34) with test space Vfe() corresponding to the
mesh T .
Denition 12. De'ne the weak error function ew ∈Ue() by
ew = uw − ufe; (36)
where Ue is the common part of Uu and Ufe.
To recover local problems for the weak error we need the following result:
Lemma 13. For k = 1; : : : ; N : Let V() be some vector space and assume that the natural trace
spaces V(@
k\@N ) of V() on the internal and Dirichlet boundaries, are Hilbert spaces. De-
8ne the spaces VI0 (
k) = {v∈V(): support(v)⊆
k ∪ (@
k ∩ @N )}; and the operators Kk(v) =
BL;k(ew; v)−Rk(v)− (Bˆk −Bk)(uw; v)− SNk (v); for v∈VI0 (
k); and assume that there exists bounded
extensions of Kk to V()|
k .
Then ∃Qw; k ∈V(@
k\@N ): Kk(v) = SD; Ik (Qw; k ; v); ∀v∈V()|
k ; where
SD; Ik (Q; v) =
∫
@
k\@N
Qkv ds; k = 1; : : : ; N: (37)
Qw; k is denoted the weak Neumann condition 1ux.
Proof. By considering only test functions vanishing outside a single element, we get from (34) the
local problems Kk(v) = 0; ∀v∈VI0 (
k); k = 1; : : : ; N .
Now consider the extension of Kk to V()|
k which is assumed to exist and be bounded: First
note that Kk is a linear functional on V()|
k . Then, for v1; v2 ∈V()|
k with v1 − v2 ∈VI0 (
k),
the linearity of Kk implies that Kk(v1) = Kk(v2). Thus, for v∈V()|
k , Kk(v) depends only on the
trace of v on the internal and Dirichlet edges of 
k . Now let E be a bounded extension operator
with norm |||E||| from the trace space V(@
k\@N ) into V()|
k . (For V()|
k ⊆H1(
k), V(@
k\
@N )⊆L2(@
k\@N )). Then sup‖v‖V(@
k\@N )=1 Kk(v) = sup‖v‖V(@
k\@N )=1 Kk(E(v))6‖Kk‖V()|
k→R|||E|||¡∞; so that Kk is bounded in V(@
k\@N ). In conclusion Kk is a bounded, linear fun-
ctional on V(@
k\@N ), and can then by Riesz’ representation theorem, since V(@
k\@N ) is
assumed to be a Hilbert space, for some Qw; k ∈V(@
k\@N ) be written in the form Kk(v) =
SD; Ik (Qw; k ; v); ∀v∈V()|
k .
Letting V be the error test space, the local error problems are now clear, but we would like
to present them also in a form similar to the classical variational formulation of the error problem
(27), where the integral equations are Kk(v) = SDk (e; uw; v) + S
I
k (; ; uw; v) (but with uex replacing
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uw). For (37) to correspond to the de'nition of SDk and S
I
k given in (28), we de'ne appropriate weak
Neumann condition splitting functions and exact Neumann condition 1uxes:
Denition 14. The weak Neumann condition error and splitting functions 4w = aL(e∗w) · n; w and
w are de'ned by
4w = aL(e∗w) · n∈L2(@D); (w; w)∈UNe (JN ; @I);
SDk (e
∗
w; uw; v) + S
I
k (w; w; uw; v) = S
D; I
k (Qw; v) ∀v∈L2(@
k\@N );
k = 1; : : : ; N (38)
where UNe equals X
N
e except that only the smoothness provided by Uu to the Neumann conditions
is imposed.
Lemma 15. The unique solution to (38) is given by
w; l =


(Qw; l + (aL(ew; l)− a(uw; l)) · nl − w; l)=JN on 1kj(JN )
1=2 on 0kj(JN )
l= k; j; j∈ sk ; k = 1; : : : ; N; (39)
w; l =


1
2{Qw; k + Qw; j + <a(uw)− aL(ew)=@
l · nl − JN} on 1kj(JN )
Qw; l + (aL(ew; l)− a(uw; l)) · nl on 0kj(JN )
l= k; j; j∈ sk ; k = 1; : : : ; N; (40)
and
4w = aL(e∗w) · n = Qw − a(ufe) · n + (aˆ − a)(uw) · n on @D: (41)
Proof. Elementary.
Denition 16. The exact Neumann condition ?ux is de'ned by
Qex; k ∈Vu(@
k\@N );
SDk (eex; uex; v) + S
I
k (ex; ex; uex; v) = S
D; I
k (Qex; v) ∀v∈Vu(@
k\@N ): (42)
Lemma 17. The unique solution to (42) is given by
Qex; k = a(uex; k) · nk ; k = 1; : : : ; N: (43)
Proof. Elementary.
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In the “weak” case, we have the following weaker version of Lemma 7:
Lemma 18. Assuming the existence of a unique solution uw ∈C1() to problem (34); the selection
JN =−<aL(ew)=@
k · nk on kj; j∈ sk ; k=1; : : : ; N; is computable and leads to w; k +w; j =Qw; k +Qw; j
on kj and w; k = w; j = 12(Qw; k + Qw; j) on 
1
kj; j∈ sk ; k = 1; : : : ; N .
If further <aL(ew)=@
k · nk = 0 everywhere on kj for some j∈ sk ; k = 1; : : : ; N; then w; k = w; j =
1
2(Qw; k + Qw; j) on kj.
Proof. This follows directly from (40).
Note that Lemma 18 does not guarantee that (w; w)∈UN;1e (< − xufe=@
k · nk ; @I) for our
example problem (35). Here UN;1e equals X
N;1
e except that only the smoothness provided by Uu
to the Neumann conditions is imposed. Hence C1-smoothness of the weak solution is not enough
to impose the restriction that the w-components on an edge sum to zero. This is the 8rst point,
where the generalization to weak solutions means the loss of information. Of course uw ∈Xu()
would imply the existence of a classical solution uex = uw and Lemma 7 would apply, but this
would require C2-smoothness of the weak solution.
As in (22) and (23) we can also split the value of the error on the internal edges:
Denition 19. De'ne the Weak Dirichlet Condition Splitting Functions (w; w)∈UDe (JD; @I) by
w; l =


{ew; l − w; l}=JD on 1kj(JD)
1=2 on 0kj(JD)
l= k; j; j∈ sk ; k = 1; : : : ; N; (44)
w; l =


1
2{ew; k + ew; j − JD} on 1kj(JD)
ew; l on 0kj(JD)
l= k; j; j∈ sk ; k = 1; : : : ; N: (45)
Here UDe equals X
D
e except that only the smoothness provided by Uu to the Dirichlet boundary
conditions is imposed.
In conclusion, the weak variational formulation of the problems for the error is
Find e∈Ue(); Q∈VB;u(@I ∪ @D; T )
(or 4w = aL(e∗w) · n∈L2(@D); (; )∈UNe (JN ; @I));
(; )∈UDe (JD; @I):
e + ufe ∈Uu(); e|@D = 0; e|kj = kJD + k ; j∈ sk ;
BL;k(e; v) = Rk(v) + (Bˆk − Bk)(uw; v) + SNk (v) + SD; Ik (Q; v) or
BL;k(e; v) = Rk(v) + (Bˆk − Bk)(uw; v) + SDk (e∗w; uw; v) + SNk (v) + SIk (; ; uw; v);
for k = 1; : : : ; N; ∀v∈VI;N;De (): (46)
With uw solving (34), ew, Qw, (w; w) and (w; w) will solve problem (46) so that we have existence
of solution. We shall leave the trial spaces Ue, UNe and U
D
e , and the test space V
I;N;D
e unspeci'ed
in the details, but assume that they have been selected to give uniqueness of solution to problem
(46). We obtain the following result:
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Theorem 20. Let ufe ∈C2B(; T ) ∩ Gfe( O) satisfy ufe = 0 on @D (with notation from above (2)).
Assume the existence of a unique solution uw to problem (34); and the uniqueness of solution
to problem (46).
Then e = ew = uw − ufe; Q = Qw;  = w;  = w;  = w and  = w is the unique solution to
problem (46).
If problem (2) has a solution uex; which by assumption is also a solution to problem (34); then
e = eex; Q = Qex; = ex;  = ex; = ex and = ex is the unique solution to problem (46).
Proof. The 'rst result follows by construction. Since e= eex, Q=Qex, = ex, = ex, = ex and
= ex solve (46) when uex exists, uniqueness of solution gives the second result.
With the last results in Theorem 20, we can use problem (46) also in the case where a broken
classical solution exists. Of course the smaller spaces in the classical formulation (27) may be useful
for certain purposes. Also, in (46) there is the complication compared to (27), that it has not been
shown that e∗w = e. However, since the S
D-terms can be eliminated by using test functions vanishing
on @D, this complication is not signi'cant. Note that we have two equivalent ways to formulate
the problem, using either the 1ux Q, or the splitting functions  and . The 1ux version gives the
simplest notation, while the splitting function version seems more detailed and hence might give
better ground for a numerical investigation where di>erent parts are treated with di>erent means.
For this reason we shall start out from the splitting function version below, keeping in mind the
possibility of returning to the 1ux version at any time.
For our example problem (35) the weak variational formulation of the problems for the error,
considering only Neumann boundary conditions on the internal edges and only the splitting function
approach, becomes
Find e∈Ue() =
◦
H1B(; T ) ∩ C1B(; T ) ∩ C0( O);
4= aL(e∗) · n∈L2(@D); (; )∈UNe (< −xufe=@
k · nk ; @I):
e + ufe ∈Uu() =
◦
H1 ∩C1();
Bk(e; v) = Rk(v) + S˜
D
k (e
∗; v) + S˜
I
k(; ; v);
k = 1; : : : ; N; ∀v∈VI;Ne () =H1(): (47)
Note that this problem has a unique solution only modulo solutions e and Q to Bk(e; v)=S
D; I
k (Q; v)
(or e, e∗ and (; ) to the corresponding problem for these functions). Hence the assumption that
(46) has a unique solution is nontrivial. This possible lack of uniqueness was not present in the
classical case.
6. Discretization and error estimation
To arrive at a computable error estimate, the global in'nite dimensional weak problem (46) or
classical problem (27) ((47) and (30) respectively for the example problem) must be discretized
and the dependence on the weak (or exact) solution uw (or uex) must be eliminated, to make the
error estimate computable. The discretization must further be done in such a way that the resulting
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problems are either local or involve only the global sti>ness matrix from the recovery of the 'nite
element solution ufe.
First consider the possibility for local problems: A problem involving both the recovery of the
error function and its boundary conditions (like (46), (27), (47) and (30)) is bound to be global since
the error function locally “connects to” all the edges of the local patch. Each internal edge “connects
to” at least two elements, and the global smoothness conditions all together gives global dependence.
Instead, the error function can obviously be found as the solution to a purely local boundary value
problem, if only the boundary conditions (i.e. the SIk or S˜
I
k terms) are given. Oppositely, of course
if the error function is known, the boundary conditions can be evaluated. It is less clear but still
true, that if the error function is known (i.e. the BL;k or Bk terms are given), then it is possible to
recover the boundary conditions from (46), (27), (47) or (30) through local computations. Hence a
possible way and also the only way to localize the recovery of the error function seems to be some
kind of iterative matrix splitting method: Say that the discretized problem is given by(
H1 H2
H3 H4
)(
x
q
)
=
(
f1
f2
)
: (48)
Here x pertains to variables for the error function and q to variables for the boundary conditions.
The iterative process would then naturally be
Given x(0) for i = 1; 2; : : : do
1:
(
0 H2
H3 H4
)(
x(i)
q(i)
)
=
(
f1 −H1x(i−1)
f2
)
: (49)
This is a standard matrix splitting method, and assuming that H2 and H3 are nonsingular, the process
converges if
5(I −Q−1H) = 5
((
H−13 H4H
−1
2 H1 0
−H−12 H1 0
))
¡ 1; (50)
where 5 indicates the spectral radius, I the unit diagonal matrix, H the matrix on the left-hand side
in (48) and Q the matrix on the left-hand side in (49). To satisfy condition (50), H1 should be
“smaller than” H2 and H4 should be “smaller than” H3.
As noted above, given q(i), the ith approximation to the boundary conditions for the error on all
edges of all elements, it is obviously possible to split the global problem H3x(i) = f2 − H4q(i) for
x(i), the ith approximation to the error, into local problems consisting of the local boundary value
problems with the given local boundary conditions.
It is not quite as obvious how to recover q(i) given by the global problem H2q(i) = f1 −H1x(i−1)
with x(i−1) known, from entirely local computations. It will be shown below in Sections 8 and 9
that it is possible however. The local problems are not restricted to single elements as for the error
recovery, but to small patches of 2 or more elements. For these patch problems, also some degree
of smoothness across element interfaces is maintained, through an anti-symmetry condition for the
boundary conditions on each side of an edge.
Now consider how to enforce the global smoothness conditions required in (46), (27), (47) and
(30). Note that in the localization process above, we have omitted consideration of smoothness
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across interfaces for the error. Some smoothness is retained through the anti-symmetry condition for
the boundary conditions. Enforcing the full amount of smoothness from (46), (27), (47) or (30) on
the local problems for the error would lead to inconsistencies, not allowing a solution. There are
two possible ways of action. We could stick with the approach sketched above, enforcing only the
limited smoothness from the recovery of the boundary conditions. Eventually this approach could be
changed slightly, by smoothening the error locally after each iteration in (49). The smoothened error
would then solve not the original but slightly perturbed local problems. In any case, for this option
we stick to local problems, with the inherent problem being the global errors (pollution) that only
slowly can spread from the source to the far elements, moving only one patch for each iteration.
The alternative option is to allow a global smoothening of the error, solving a global problem of
the type which is allowed in our setting. In either case, the iterative process of equation (49) could
be rephrased as
Given y(0) for i = 1; 2; : : : do
1:
(
0 H2
H3 H4
)(
x(i)
q(i)
)
=
(
f1 −H1y(i−1)
f2
)
:
2: x(i) → y(i): (51)
Item 2 is the local or global smoothening process, which could even degenerate to the identity pro-
cess, if no further smoothening is requested. The asymptotic convergence, and order of convergence
of the iterative process, is of course of interest. In practice however, it is only forseen that very few
(like one or two) iterations are performed. Hence, the nonasymptotic behavior of the process (say
for i¡ 5) is probably of greater practical interest.
To stay with the notation used so far, the process (51) can also be written as the following
algorithm:
0. Initial step
a. Compute e˜ (0) and Ie (0) the Initial Raw and Smoothened error estimates. Only a priori known
information may be used.
1. For i from 1 until some stopping criteria is satis'ed do
a. Compute estimates 4˜(i), ˜(i) and ˜
(i)
of the Neumann condition error and splitting functions,
and=or estimates ˜(i) and ˜
(i)
of the Dirichlet splitting functions, depending on Ie (i−1).
b. Compute e˜ (i) the ith Raw error estimate depending on 4˜(i), ˜(i) and ˜
(i)
; and=or ˜(i) and ˜
(i)
.
c. Compute Ie (i) the ith Smoothened error estimate.
Algorithm 1. General equilibrium procedure for recovery of error estimator
In step 0.a and 1.c of this algorithm, local or global smoothening may be enforced. In the following
sections we describe in detail various parts of the iterative process. Here, let us just brie?y, for the
example problem (47), consider the various steps of Algorithm 1 where the in8nite dimensional trial
and test spaces are discretized, and (47) is split into separate problems for e˜ and for 4˜ and (˜; ˜)
(approximizing ew, 4∗w and (w; w) respectively):
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Step 1a in Algorithm 1 consists in a discretization of (47) of the following type:
Find 4˜(i) = aL(e˜
∗(i)) · n∈L2(@D) and
(˜(i); ˜
(i)
)∈ (U˜Ne )(i)(< −xufe=@
k · nk ; @I)⊂UNe (< −xufe=@
k · nk ; @I):
Bk( Ie
(i−1); v) = Rk(v) + S˜
D
k (e˜
∗(i); v) + S˜
I
k(˜
(i); ˜
(i)
; v); k = 1; : : : ; N; ∀v∈ (V˜Ne )(i)(): (52)
Here Ie (i−1) is a known approximation to ew computed in step 1b–c for i¿ 1 and in step 0.a for
i = 1.
Step 1b in Algorithm 1 consists, for the computation of the error, in a discretization of (47) of
the following type:
Find e˜ (i) ∈ U˜(i)e ()⊂
◦
H1B(; T ) ∩ C1B(; T ) ∩ C0( O):
e˜ (i) + ufe ∈ U˜(i)u ()⊂
◦
H1() ∩ C1()
Bk(e˜
(i); v) = Rk(v) + S˜
D
k (e˜
∗(i); v) + S˜
I
k(˜
(i); ˜
(i)
; v); k = 1; : : : ; N; ∀v∈ V˜(i)e (): (53)
Here 4˜(i)=aL(e˜
∗(i))·n; ˜(i) and ˜(i) are known approximations to 4w=aL(e∗w)·n, w and w computed
in step 1a.
Step 1c in Algorithm 1 consists of a local or global smoothening of the raw error e˜ (i).
For step 0.a e˜ (0) = Ie (0) can for example be taken to be identically zero, or found as a solution
to (53) with U˜
(0)
e ()|
k ⊂
◦
H1B(
k), for k = 1; : : : ; N . Now, let us turn to the details of the various
parts of the iterative process.
7. Local error estimation and its global energy quality
In the following sections we will investigate methods for the recovery for Algorithm 1 of estima-
tors 4˜(i) ∈L2(@D), (˜(i); ˜(i))∈UNe (JN ; @I) and (˜(i); ˜
(i)
)∈UDe (JD; @I) of the error and splitting
functions. In this section, we consider the recovery of raw estimators e˜ (i) of the error. For simplicity
of notation, we shall avoid the upper index (i), even though we shall consider both the initial case
i = 0 and the following cases i¿ 0. e˜ is recovered by solving the problem
Find e˜∈ U˜e():
BL;k(e˜; v) = Rk(v) + S˜
D
k (e˜
∗; v) + SNk (v) + S˜
I
k(˜; ˜; v);
k = 1; : : : ; N; ∀v∈ V˜e(); (54)
or (53) without the upper index (i) for the Poisson example problem. Note that if e∗w,  and 
are considered known in (46), we may reduce the test space to some Ve()⊆VI;N;De (). Then in
problem (54) U˜e() and V˜e() are 'nite dimensional subspaces of Ue() and Ve() respectively,
satisfying possibly some global smoothness requirements and having v|@
k prescribed on a part of
@
k that is big enough to give uniqueness of e˜. Also dim(U˜e()) = dim(V˜e()). Without global
smoothness requirements we need the stricter dimension requirements dim(U˜e()|
k )=dim(V˜e()|
k )
for k = 1; : : : ; N . For details see for example [22,23]. Problem (54) leads to a whole spectrum of
possible error estimators depending on the selection of the trial and test spaces U˜e and V˜e, and of
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the approximations e˜∗, ˜ and ˜. Below we shall consider a number of examples. First note however
that whether a solution to (54) exists, depends on the selection of e˜∗, ˜ and ˜ (as long as the
dependence on these terms is not eliminated by the selection of V˜e). We have the following result:
Denition 21. De'ne the local spaces of equilibrium test functions by
W˜(
k) = {v∈ V˜e()|
k : BL;k(u; v) = 0 ∀u∈ U˜e()|
k}; k = 1; : : : ; N: (55)
Theorem 22. A solution to (54) exists if and only if e˜∗; ˜ and ˜ are selected to satisfy the
equilibrium condition
Rk(v) + S˜
D
k (e˜
∗; v) + SNk (v) + S˜
I
k(˜; ˜; v) = 0; ∀v∈W˜(
k); k = 1; : : : ; N: (56)
Proof. Note that (54) is equivalent to a sequence k = 1; : : : ; N of matrix problems of the form
(•) Find e∈Rr: vTKe = vTq ∀v∈Rs where K ∈Rs×r , q∈Rs, r = dim(U˜e()|
k ) and
s= dim(V˜e()|
k ).
Now, (•) has a solution ⇔ Ke = q has a solution ⇔ q∈Range(K).
We can express Range(K) in a more convenient way as follows:
q∈Range(K) = Column space(K) ⇔ ∃c ∈Rr: q = Kc ⇒ wTq = 0; ∀w∈Null(KT), since N: =
Null(KT)= {w∈Rs: wTK =0}. Hence, the range of K is a subspace of the orthogonal complement
N0 to the null space of KT. Also dim(N0)=s−dim(N)=Rank(KT)=Rank(K) (See [21, Theorems
1–3, pp. 101, 71, 72]) so Range(K) =N0. (See also [21, Theorem 22, p. 112].)
In conclusion, (•) has a solution ⇔ wTq = 0; ∀w∈Rs: wTKe = 0; ∀e∈Rr .
Reformulated in the notation of (54), we get (56).
For the Poisson example problem, BL;k is replaced by Bk in (55) and in the equilibrium con-
dition (56) the term SNk (v) is removed. Then W˜(
k) = span{1} ∩ V˜e()|
k , k = 1; : : : ; N and the
kth equilibrium condition becomes void if 1 =∈ V˜e()|
k or else it becomes Rk(1) + S˜
D
k (e˜
∗; 1) +
S˜
I
k(˜; ˜; 1) = 0.
If a broken, classical solution uex to problem (2) or a weak solution uw to problem (34) exist, then
we know from problem (24) and Theorem 10 or from problem (46) and Theorem 20, respectively,
that eex|@D = 0 or ew|@D = 0, respectively, so that e˜|@D = 0 is a reasonable requirement, i.e.
U˜e()⊂{v: v|@D ≡ 0}: (57)
Of course,
V˜e()⊂{v: v|@D ≡ 0}; (58)
is the only sensible reply to (57). Note that if (58) is enforced, then the dependence on e˜∗ disappears
from problems (53) and (54).
We are now ready to present a number of di>erent error estimators. For the Poisson example
problem, (54) should simply be replaced by (53) everywhere.
The a priori null error estimator involves no computations at all, but uses a priori given informa-
tion about the problem to estimate the error. If nothing better can be said, then the basic assumption
is that the error is small compared to the 'nite element solution, so that the a priori estimate of the
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error is e˜=0. Obviously the a priori estimator is not expected to give high precision, but we may use
it to get a starting point for the iteration in Algorithm 1, i.e. to compute e˜ (0). In the framework of
(54) this can be seen as selecting U˜e() = {e˜} and V˜e() = {0}. This is described in the following
(almost void) algorithm:
1. Choose e˜ as the best a priori known approximation to ew.
Algorithm 2. Procedure for recovery of a priori null error estimator
The a priori Dirichlet error estimator involves a minimum of computations, but requires no
knowledge of the approximations e˜∗, ˜ and ˜. Hence also this estimator may be used to get a
starting point for the iteration, i.e. to compute e˜ (0) in Algorithm 1. The a priori Dirichlet error
estimator requires the solution of strictly local (elemental) versions of (54) obtained by enforcing
homogeneous (zero) Dirichlet boundary conditions on the trial spaces on all internal and external
edges or by cutting all smoothness requirements across internal boundaries. This is countered by
enforcing homogeneous (zero) Dirichlet boundary conditions on the test spaces on all internal and
external edges. Also, we use only trial and test functions outside the 'nite element trial and test
spaces. This is based on the assumption that the 'nite element solution recovers the projection of the
exact solution onto the 'nite element trial space well, so that the main part of the error lies outside the
'nite element trial space. This assumption is often satis'ed, barring global pollution e>ects and the
like. For two dimensional problems with a high degree of symmetry, a set of “tunnel” trial functions
and “bubble” test functions have been used with success in the NFEARS software package using
bi-quadratic 'nite elements. (See [7,24,29].) The success is based on the theory developed in the
articles [6,18,19]. This estimator is generally better than the a priori null estimator when the measure
is L∞. In the energy norm the same may not be the case. We obtain the following algorithm:
1. Choose U˜e()|
k ⊂H1(
k)  Ufe(), V˜e()|
k ⊂
◦
H1(
k)  Vfe(), k = 1; : : : ; N , so that
dim(U˜e())|
k = dim(V˜e())|
k , k = 1; : : : ; N .
2. Further, for k = 1; : : : ; N , U˜e()|
k and V˜e()|
k are selected from Ufe()|
k and Vfe()|
k by
increasing the polynomial degree in the element 
k (and discarding all of the basis functions in
the 'nite element spaces).
3. Finally, 'nd e˜ by solving (54) (where on the right-hand side only the term Rk(v) is non zero).
Algorithm 3. Procedure for recovery of a priori Dirichlet error estimator
The a priori Neumann error estimator involves more computations than the previous two esti-
mators, but still requires no knowledge of the approximations e˜∗, ˜ and ˜. This is the third (and
'nal) estimator to be considered, which may be used to get a starting point for the iteration, i.e.
to compute e˜ (0) in Algorithm 1. It involves the solution of strictly local (elemental) versions of
(54) obtained by enforcing Neumann boundary conditions on all internal edges either weakly or
strongly, letting all  splitting functions be 1=2 and all  splitting functions be 0. Of course suS-
cient homogeneous Dirichlet or other conditions must also be enforced to give uniqueness of solution.
On external Dirichlet boundaries, homogeneous Dirichlet conditions are enforced, and on external
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Neumann boundaries, the appropriate Neumann conditions are enforced. As above, we would con-
sider only trial and test functions outside the 'nite element spaces. The equation systems that must
be solved are generally signi'cantly larger than for Dirichlet problems, where 'xed variables can
be eliminated before solving any equation systems. A typical example with rectangular elements
in two dimensions and bi-linear 8nite elements, would be to consider 9 dimensional (bi-quadratic)
trial and test spaces for the Neumann estimator against one-dimensional (bubble) spaces for the
Dirichlet estimator. The precision of this estimator cannot in general be expected to be higher than
for the a priori Dirichlet estimator. We have the following algorithm:
1. Choose U˜e()|
k ⊂H1(
k)  Ufe(), V˜e()|
k ⊂H1(
k) Vfe(), k = 1; : : : ; N to satisfy (57)
and (58) respectively, together with appropriate Neumann conditions on @N , and so that
dim(U˜e())|
k = dim(V˜e())|
k , k = 1; : : : ; N .
2. Further, for k = 1; : : : ; N , U˜e()|
k and V˜e()|
k are selected from Ufe()|
k and Vfe()|
k by
increasing the polynomial degree in the element 
k (and discarding all of the basis functions in
the 'nite element spaces).
3. Also, uniqueness of solution to (54) is ensured either by restricting U˜e() and V˜e() with
suScient homogeneous Dirichlet conditions, or by imposing other conditions, like
∫

k
e˜ dx = 0,
k = 1; : : : ; N .
4. Finally, 'nd e˜ by solving (54) with ˜= 12 and ˜=0 (so that on the right-hand side S˜
D
k (e˜
∗; v) ≡ 0
and S˜
I
k(˜; ˜; v) = S˜
I
k(
1
2 ; 0; v)).
Algorithm 4. Procedure for recovery of a priori Neumann error estimator
Global error estimators. To deal with pollution and other global e>ects it is relevant to estimate
also the part of the error in the 'nite element trial space Ufe(). This information can, for example,
be recovered by solving problem (54) with U˜e()|
k ⊇Ufe(). Note that problem (54) usually con-
tains no global information about the part of the error in the 'nite element trial space because of
orthogonality (B(uex; v)=B(ufe; v) ∀v∈Vfe()). This of course does not mean that local information
of this type is not available from this problem. We shall denote such error estimators global-local
error estimators. (Global for the e>ects recovered and local for the computations performed.) In
practice U˜e()|
k and V˜e()|
k are obtained from Ufe()|
k and Vfe()|
k by increasing the poly-
nomial degree in the element 
k and possibly discarding some or all of the 'nite element basis
functions. (For the case where all the 'nite element basis functions are discarded, see the paragraph
on local–local error estimators below.) This all leads to the following algorithm for computing the
error estimator e˜:
1. Choose U˜e()⊂Ue() and V˜e()⊂Ve() to satisfy (57) and (58) respectively, and so that
dim(U˜e())|
k = dim(V˜e())|
k , k = 1; : : : ; N .
2. Impose possibly additional conditions on U˜e() and V˜e() if they are required from the compu-
tational procedure for the error and splitting functions 4˜ = aL(e˜
∗) · n, ˜ and ˜ to ensure that the
equilibrium condition (56) of Theorem 22 is satis'ed.
3. Further, for k = 1; : : : ; N , U˜e()|
k and V˜e()|
k are selected from Ufe()|
k and Vfe()|
k by
increasing the polynomial degree in the element 
k and possibly discarding some or all of the
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low-order basis functions. U˜e()|
k * Ufe()|
k and V˜e()|
k *Vfe()|
k to insure the existence
of information about the part of the error outside the 'nite element space in the recovered error.
4. Also, uniqueness of solution to (54) is ensured either by restricting U˜e() with suScient Dirichlet
conditions, and V˜e() with corresponding homogeneous Dirichlet conditions, or by imposing other
conditions, like
∫

k
e˜ dx= 0; k = 1; : : : ; N .
5. Finally, 'nd e˜ by solving (54).
Algorithm 5. Procedure for recovery of global–local error estimator
Many versions of Algorithm 5 are of course possible: To avoid estimating e∗w,  and  we
could select V˜e()|
k ⊂
◦
H1(
k). Then uniqueness must be secured by imposing Dirichlet boundary
conditions on @
k in the trial space so that U˜e()|
k ⊂{v∈H1(
k): v|@
k = ˜kJD + ˜k}, and  and 
must be estimated. Alternatively  and  may be estimated on the whole internal boundary @
k\@,
and  and  need then to be estimated only in enough points to avoid rigid body motion. In certain
cases superconvergence means that ˜k = ˜k =0 in nodal points are good approximations, eliminating
such rigid body motions. Alternatively, BabuIska et al. has in [10] derived a computational method
for recovery of superconvergence points.
In Section 1 we have precluded the solution of global problems for the error except for problems
of the form
Find e˜∈Ufe(): IBL(e˜; v) = r(v); ∀v∈Vfe(); (59)
for arbitrary right-hand sides r, and with IBL being bi-linear and IBL=BL=B for linear problems. Hence
information about the part of the error in the 'nite element trial space can also be recovered from
global problems of the form (59). We shall denote error estimators utilizing (59) global–global error
estimators. (Global e>ects and global computations.) The expectation is that global–global estimators
might better than global–local estimators catch global pollution e>ects in the error. Without getting
into further details at this point, the generic algorithm is
1. Choose r and (for non-linear problems) IBL.
2. Find e˜ by solving (59).
Algorithm 6. Procedure for recovery of a global–global error estimator
Local–local error estimators recover a posteriori recoverable information contained in Ue() 
Ufe(). This information can only be recovered by solving problem (54). Problem (59) can pro-
vide no such information. The algorithm is identical to Algorithm 5 in the special case where
all 'nite element functions are removed from the trial and test spaces, i.e. U˜e()|
k ⊂H1(
k) 
Ufe(); V˜e()|
k ⊂H1(
k)Vfe(); k = 1; : : : ; N .
In the remainder of this section we investigate the global sensitivity of the error estimator e˜,
solving some version of problem (54), to the solution and the splitting functions in the case where
we have a smooth solution uex ∈C1() to problem (2), where Ue()=Ve() in problem (46), and
where U˜e() = V˜e() in problem (54). Note that all these conditions will generally be satis8ed
for our Poisson example problem. For investigation we shall use the linearized energy measure
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de8ned by
‖v‖2E() =
N∑
k=1
‖v‖2E(
k ); where ‖v‖2E(
k ) = BL;k(v; v); for k + 1; : : : ; N; ∀v∈Ve(): (60)
The analysis is centered around the following result:
Lemma 23. If
• u∈C1().
• JN = <a(ufe)=@
k · nk = <aL(ufe)=@
k · nk =−<aL(u− ufe)=@
k · nk on @
k; k = 1; : : : ; N .
• (; )∈UN;1e (JN ; @I).
• <v=@
k ≡ 0; k = 1; : : : ; N .
Then the following anti-symmetry relation holds
SIk; j(; ; u; v) + S
I
j; k(; ; u; v) = 0; j∈ sk ; k = 1; : : : ; N: (61)
Proof. By de'nition (28), SIk; j(; ; u; v) + S
I
j; k(; ; u; v) =
∫
kj
({(j + k)JN + (j + k) − <a(ufe) +
(a − aˆ)(u)=@
k · nk}vk + {jJN + j − (a(ufe; j) + (a − aˆ)(uj)) · nk}<v=@
k ) ds.
Note that for u= uex ∈C1(), the selection of JN as the jump term in Lemma 23 is the natural
one, as discussed below in Eq. (11). Also the condition km + jm ≡ 0 on kmjm ; m = 1; : : : ; M is
natural, since it is satis8ed by ex de8ned in (18) according to Lemma 7. (61) may also be satis8ed
for u= uw =∈ C1() by selecting JN = <a(ufe) + (a− aˆ)(u)=@
k · nk on @
k; k = 1; : : : ; N . Unless uw is
known, this JN is not computable however, and km + jm ≡ 0 on kmjm ; m = 1; : : : ; M may not be
satis8ed by w.
We start with the simple symmetric, positive case, which is also the case of our Poisson example
problem, where we can use the equivalence between the variational Galerkin formulation and a
minimization Ritz formulation. We obtain the following Theorem 24 stating that globally the
estimator is exact, apart from consistency errors and linearization errors, no matter how we select
the splitting functions. The signi8cance of the selection of the splitting functions only shows up
in the quality of the local estimates. Note that this also shows the infeasibility in the common
approach of deriving a good global error estimator, and then using it locally with the only reason
that it includes some global integrals that can be split conveniently into a sum of local integrals.
Theorem 24. With the notation from (2); (46) and (54); assume that Ue() =Ve(); U˜e() =
V˜e(); uex ∈C1(); and that BL;k is symmetric and positive; i.e. BL;k(u; v)=BL;k(v; u) and BL;k(u; u)
¿0; ∀u; v∈Ve(). Then for JN =−<aL(eex)=@
k · nk on @
k; k = 1; : : : ; N and any choice of (˜; ˜)∈
UN;1e (JN ; @I);
‖eex‖2E() − inf
V()
‖eex − v‖2E() = ‖e˜‖2E() − inf
V()
{‖e˜ − v‖2E() + 8(v)}; (62)
where V() = {v∈Ve() ∩ V˜e(): <v=@
k ≡ 0 on @
k; k = 1; : : : ; N} and
8(v) = 2
N∑
k=1
((Bˆk − Bk)(uex; v) + S˜Dk (eex − e˜; v) + (SD;2k − Sˆ
D;2
k )(uex; v) + (S
I;2
k − Sˆ
I;2
k )(uex; v));
(63)
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with JN = <aL(ufe)=@
k · nk . For linear; Neumann problems with smooth (C1()) solutions uex and
solution estimates u˜; 8 = 0; and we get the simpler results
‖eex‖2E()6‖e˜‖2E() if eex ∈V();
‖eex‖2E()¿‖e˜‖2E() if e˜∈V(): (64)
Proof. First de'ne the energy functional Jk(u; v) = 12BL;k(v; v) − BL;k(u; v) ∀u; v∈Ve(). Now
− 12‖u‖2E()=
∑N
k=1− 12‖u‖2E(
k )=
∑N
k=1− 12BL;k(u; u)=
∑N
k=1 Jk(u; u). Also Jk(u; v)=Jk(u; u)+(Jk(u; v)−
Jk(u; u)) and
∑N
k=1 (Jk(u; v)−Jk(u; u))=
∑N
k=1 (
1
2BL;k(v; v)−BL;k(u; v)+ 12BL;k(u; u))=
∑N
k=1 (
1
2BL;k(u; u−
v) − 12BL;k(u − v; v)) (by the bilinearity of BL;k) =
∑N
k=1
1
2BL;k(u − v; u − v) = 12‖u − v‖2E() (by the
symmetry of BL;k). Finally
∑N
k=1 Jk(eex; v) =
∑N
k=1 (
1
2BL;k(v; v)− {Rk(v) + (Bˆk − Bk)(uex; v) + SNk (v) +
SDk (eex; uex; v) + S
I
k (ex; ex; uex; v)}) ∀v∈Ve() by (27) (Theorem 11 and (29)). This is equal to∑N
k=1 (
1
2BL;k(v; v)−{Rk(v)+(Bˆk−Bk)(uex; v)+SNk (v)+SDk (eex; uex; v)+SIk (˜; ˜; uex; v)}) ∀v∈Ve: <v=@
k ≡
0 on @
k; k = 1; : : : ; N , by Lemma 23, =
∑N
k=1(
1
2BL;k(v; v)− BL;k(e˜; v))− 128(v) ∀v∈ V˜e() by (54)
and (63), =
∑N
k=1 Jk(e˜; v)− 128(v). For the second to last equality, we have used that in the classical
case that we are considering, e∗ex = eex and hence e˜
∗ = e˜. Putting all this together, choosing u= eex
and u= e˜ above, we get − 12‖eex‖2E() + 12‖eex− v‖2E() =− 12‖e˜‖2E() + 12‖e˜− v‖2E()− 128(v) ∀v∈V(),
or ‖eex‖2E()− infV() ‖eex−v‖2E() =‖e˜‖2E()− infV() {‖e˜−v‖2E() +8(v)}. If uex ∈C1() then the SI;2k
terms in 8 disappear. If v=0 on @D or if @D=∅ then the SDk terms in 8 disappear. If the problem
(A) is linear then the Bˆk −Bk term in 8 disappears. So for a linear, Neumann problem with smooth
solution and solution estimate, we get the simple result ‖eex‖2E()− inf v∈V ()‖eex− v‖2E() =‖e˜‖2E()−
inf v∈V() ‖e˜ − v‖2E(). If in particular e∈V() we have ‖eex‖2E()6‖e˜‖2E(). If instead e˜∈V() we
have ‖eex‖2E()¿‖e˜‖2E().
In the non-symmetric case we must deal with the less strict bounds obtained by CDea’s lemma in
lack of an equivalent minimization problem. This leads to the following Theorem 25 showing the
same global exactness of the estimator apart from consistency errors and linearization errors.
Theorem 25. With the notation from (2); (46) and (54); assume that Ue() =Ve(); U˜e() =
V˜e(); uex ∈C1(); and that the energy measure satis8es the triangle inequality and that BL;k is
bounded in the energy measure; i.e.; ‖u + v‖E()6‖u‖E() + ‖v‖E() and ∃c¿ 0: ∑Nk=1 BL;k(u; v)6
c‖u‖E()‖v‖E(); ∀u; v∈Ve(). Then for JN =−<aL(eex)=@
k · nk on @
k; k =1; : : : ; N and any choice
of (˜; ˜)∈UN;1e (JN ; @I);
‖e˜‖E() − inf
V()
{
c‖eex − v‖E() −
1
28(e˜ − v)
‖eex − e˜‖E()
}
6‖eex‖E()
6‖e˜‖E() + inf
V()
{
c‖eex − v‖E() −
1
28(e˜ − v)
‖eex − e˜‖E()
}
(65)
where V and 8 are given in Theorem 24.
Proof. By the triangle inequality ‖e˜‖E()6‖eex‖E() + ‖eex − e˜‖E() and ‖eex‖E()6‖e˜‖E() +
‖eex − e˜‖E().
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Now by (46), (61), and (54), letting v be an arbitrary element in V˜e()‖eex − e˜‖2E()
=
∑N
k=1 BL;k(eex − e˜; eex − e˜) =
∑N
k=1(BL;k(eex − e˜; eex − v) − BL;k(eex − e˜; e˜ − v))6c‖eex − e˜‖E()‖eex
− v‖E() − 128(e˜ − v) from the proof of Theorem 24.
The standard approach in the general nonlinear case seems to be to use the residual and show the
existence of constants 0¡ci ¡Ci; i = 1; 2, such that
c1 sup
v∈V()
{L(v)− B(ufe; v)}+ r16‖eex‖Ue()6C1 sup
v∈V()
{L(v)− B(ufe; v)}+ R1; (66)
and
c2 sup
v∈V()
{L(v)− B(ufe; v)}+ r26‖e˜‖U˜e()6C2 sup
v∈V()
{L(v)− B(ufe; v)}+ R2: (67)
Here r1; r2; R1 and R2 are presumably small terms, containing consistency errors and the like. For
results like these to hold we basically need some Lipschitz conditions on the FrechTet derivative
of L(v) − B(u; v) with respect to u. Details can be found in [33]. There are two problems with
this approach. First of all, it is very hard to control the size of the constants ci and Ci; i = 1; 2.
Secondly, like the investigation above this approach is inherently global and we loose all track of
the importance of the selection of the splitting or 1ux functions. We shall not investigate further in
this direction. Instead we mention that BabuIska et al. recently (see [11–13,20]) deviced a method
to recover guaranteed lower and upper bounds for the global error based on a residual type error
estimator and the recovery of the “error in the error”. With this in mind, possibly Algorithm 1 could
be augmented with the following item:
1.d. Compute from Ie (i), lower and upper bounds, E and OE, for the exact error in the quantity of
interest.
Now the loop in item 1 of Algorithm 1 should have the goal not just of reducing OE below a certain
tolerance, but also of reducing the size of the Reliability Interval [E; OE]. Here we shall concentrate
on getting the 'rst residual type error estimator as good as possible, and leave the construction of
and attention to the reliability interval for possible future work.
8. Getting Neumann boundary conditions for the error
In this section we consider how to recover Neumann boundary conditions for the error from
problems (46) or (27), or for the Poisson example problem (47) or (30) through the splitting
functions introduced in Sections 3 and 5. Below we use (46) as the generic example, but any of the
other three problems may be substituted as required, with minor changes in notation. Recall from
Theorem 22 that the splitting functions must satisfy the equilibrium condition (56) in order for the
error estimation problem (54) to have a solution. Apart from the splitting functions  and  that
we shall solve for, (46) contains the unknown functions uw; e; e∗w;  and  that must be eliminated
or in approximations replaced by known functions. When the error e is considered known, we may
use a possibly smaller space of test functions VNe ()⊆VI;N;De (). (Like we used the space Ve()
in (46) to recover the error when the splitting functions were considered known, as described in the
beginning of Section 7.)
 and  are eliminated from (46) simply by considering Neumann boundary conditions on all
internal edges.
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Finding a good replacement e˜∗ for e∗w is hard. e˜ is a logical choice, but since S
D
k may depend on
the 'rst derivatives of e∗w, this replacement is not optimal. Some kind of smoothening may then be
applied to recover the 'rst derivatives, but a better way seems to be to select test functions without
support on the external Dirichlet boundary @D, in which case SDk disappears, i.e.
V˜
N
e ()⊂{v: v|@D ≡ 0}: (68)
The reason that this is the natural approach is that we have no splitting functions to recover on
@D since we know the exact error there. Hence it is natural not to use the test functions to seek
information on @D. Actually the same argument shows that
V˜
N
e ()⊂{v: v|@N ≡ 0} (69)
should be chosen. This condition is not essential however, since SNk (v) is computable. The appearance
of uw in the linearization error terms (Bˆk − Bk)(uw; v), (SD;2k − Sˆ
D;2
k )(uw; v) and (S
I;2
k; j − Sˆ
I;2
k; j)(uw; v) of
(46) for nonlinear problems, is of no great concern, since these terms will be dropped when looking
for approximations to the splitting functions. Of course, for nonlinear problems we need to readdress
the question of existence and uniqueness of solution for the approximating problem, since Theorem
20 no longer holds when nonvanishing linearization error terms have been dropped.
To eliminate the appearance of e we can select the test functions v so that BL;k(e; v)=0. To be more
speci8c we restrict as often done in the literature to Laplace’s equation with Neumann boundary
conditions and assume a conforming 8nite element mesh. (This is our usual example problem with
f ≡ 0 except for the type of boundary conditions): For linear problems, with ufe; a(uex)∈C0()
and with Neumann conditions on all external and internal edges, the variational equations in (46)
simplify to
Bk(e; v) = Rk(v) + SNk (v) + S˜
I
k(; ; v); k = 1; : : : ; N: (70)
For Poisson’s equation Bk(e; v) =
∫

k
e · v dx = 0 for v = 1, and it is well known that the
equilibrium condition,
Rk(1) + SNk (1) + S˜
I
k(; ; 1) = 0; k = 1; : : : ; N; (71)
is a necessary condition for the existence of solutions to Laplace’s equation with Neumann bound-
ary conditions. (This also follows from Theorem 22.) Obviously VNe |
k = span{1}; k = 1; : : : ; N ,
is generally not enough to determine the splitting functions. So generally it is not possible to
eliminate e. Instead we need to replace it with a known function eˆ∈ U˜e(). With the notation of
Algorithm 1, we are trying to recover the ith estimated splitting functions ˜(i) and ˜
(i)
for some
i¿1. eˆ then corresponds to Ie (i−1) which initially (i = 1) may not depend on the splitting functions,
which leaves us with the a priori Null, Dirichlet and Neumann error estimators of Algorithms 2–4
for the computation of eˆ. Later, for i¿ 1; eˆ may depend on ˜(i−1) and ˜
(i−1)
which allows the use
of the global–local, global–global and local–local estimators of Algorithms 5 and 6. Like we have
the equilibrium condition of Theorem 22 for the existence and uniqueness of solution to the error
problem (54), we need a corresponding condition for the existence and uniqueness of solution to
the problems for the recovery of splitting functions. This will be a condition on eˆ which will be
corrected accordingly. For this reason the natural notation Ie is not used. The details will be given
below.
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With the replacement of ; ; uw; e∗ and e in (46) for the estimation of the Neumann splitting
functions thus settled, we start the consideration of what equation system to solve, and in partic-
ular what test and trial function spaces to use. This selection must be done with care, to avoid
inconsistencies in the resulting problems. Obviously we have to solve some version of
Find 4˜= aL(e˜
∗) · n∈L2(@D) and (˜; ˜)∈ U˜Ne (JN ; @I):
BL;k(eˆ; v) = Rk(v) + S˜
D
k (e˜
∗; v) + SNk (v) + S˜
I
k(˜; ˜; v);
k = 1; : : : ; N; ∀v∈ V˜Ne (); (72)
where we can drop the S˜
D
k (e˜
∗; v)-term and the recovery of 4˜ if we enforce (68), and we can drop
the SNk (v)-term if we enforce (69).
Recall that besides (72), to be able to solve the error estimation problem (54), the equilibrium
condition (56) must be satis'ed. Note however, that the integral equation in (56) and (72) are iden-
tical for test functions v∈W˜
k (), where the noncontinuous element extended spaces of equilibrium
functions W˜
k () are the spaces of extentions by zero of the equilibrium functions in W˜(
k) de'ned
in (55). Note that there are no requirements about continuity of the test space in (46) across the el-
ement boundaries (see the comments in the beginning of Section 4). (56) is then imposed by letting⋃N
k=1 W˜
k ()⊆ V˜
N
e () in (72). Note that (68) can be enforced only if
⋃N
k=1 W˜
k ()⊂{v: v|@D ≡ 0}
i.e. in particular if (58) is enforced.
For our Poisson problem example (whether Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions on the
original problem), enforcing (58) means that W˜(
k) becomes empty apart from the zero-function,
for elements 
k having an edge on the Dirichlet boundary. In these cases (56) then contributes no
equations.
Even for elements not touching the Dirichlet boundary, W˜(
k) may become empty apart from
the zero-function by extending the 'ndings from the Dirichlet boundary further and eliminating all
elements in all W˜(
k); k = 1; : : : ; N apart from the zero-function. We simply require V˜e() to be
chosen so that
W˜(
k) = {0}; k = 1; : : : ; N: (73)
For our Poisson example problem, this can be done simply by restricting the test functions in
V˜e() to be zero in at least one point of each element (or element edge). This must be countered
by 8xing also the trial functions in U˜e(), for example by requiring continuity in the same points.
For a comment on this see below Algorithm 5. Even without such limitations, W˜(
k) generally
have very low dimensions (1 for the Poisson case) so that we normally need “more” equations to
allow the recovery of piecewise polynomial splitting functions of more than degree zero or one.
To select test functions for (72) both from W˜
k () and in general, we again start considering
our Poisson problem. Here (56) (or (72)) is replaced by (71), where the kth equation depends on
the splitting functions on the whole edge of the element 
k . This ties the equations together into a
global problem. Kelly proposes in [27] to extend (71) (with  ≡ 0) to a 8nite dimensional space of
test functions V˜
N
e ⊆Ufe spanned by all Pyramid functions vP‘ with point of attack in vertices PP‘
inside the boundary of : vP‘ ∈C0() is n-linear in any element, vP‘(P‘)=1 and support(vP‘)=‘
where ‘ is the Patch of Radius One Around the Corner Point P‘ consisting of the elements
{
k}k∈R‘ whose closures contain the corner point. (Recall that {P‘}L‘=1 is the collection of all
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corner points in .) It is assumed that Ufe contains these pyramid functions. Kelly implemented a
global solution strategy for the resulting problems,
Find (; 0)∈ U˜Ne (JN ; @I): Rk(v) + SNk (v) + S˜
I
k(; 0; v) = 0;
k + j ≡ 1; j∈ sk ;=1; : : : ; N; ∀v∈ V˜Ne (); (74)
seeking the solution that minimizes the global equilibration error given by the sum over k of
all equations in (71). JN is chosen according to Lemma 23 and U˜
N
e (JN ; @I) is chosen with the
appropriate dimension to make the number of equations and unknowns equal locally. Uniqueness
of solution is lost because of Lemma 23 which implies that the sum over all elements in the
support of a continuous pyramid test function, of the equations in (74), will be independent of the
splitting functions (when also the 8rst three conditions of Lemma 23 are satis8ed). This gives
a linear band that must be attended to, both by dimensioning the spaces accordingly, and by
insuring that the linear band is satis8ed. But (70) together with the global orthogonality property
B(e; v) = 0; ∀v∈Ufe for the error shows that the linear band is satis8ed, so that existence is not
lost. The uniqueness of solution is then recovered by the minimization process. In the same paper
it is suggested that in order to avoid solving a global problem, simple splitting functions like 12
can be used.
Since we generally do not approve of global problems (and would like to do better than an even
split), we turn to Bank and Weiser, who in [12], apparently independently of Kelly, present the
same setting (74), but solve one by one the problems,
Find (; 0)∈ U˜Ne (JN ; @I): Rk(v) + SNk (v) + S˜
I
k(; 0; v) = 0;
k + j ≡ 1; j∈ sk ; k = 1; : : : ; N; (75)
for each pyramid function v‘ ∈ V˜Ne . These problems are local to the patches ‘, by the local
support of the test functions. Once one test function has been considered, the eventually missing
information about the splitting functions in the same patch is supplied (arbitrarily or intelligently)
and reused for the other test functions. Eventually the method may break down with incompatible
information if the missing information that has been supplied to resolve the local problems turns
out to be globally incompatible.
To ensure global compatibility of the locally supplied information, Ainsworth and Oden use
in [1–3] a Balancing of the splitting problems, which in some sense amounts to splitting the
incompatibilities evenly over all equations.
Obviously the sum of all the pyramid functions with point of attack in vertices of an element is
identically 1 in the element, i.e. equals the equilibrium function for the Poisson problem. Hence
Kelly, Bank and Weiser, Oden and Ainsworth and others are enforcing the equilibrium condition.
Kelly solves the global problem. Bank and Weiser realize that the problem can be localized by
virtue of the pyramid functions, but have problems with compatibility of the local problems, and
8nally Oden and Ainsworth resolves the compatibility problems while keeping the method of split-
ting. The fact that we do not mention the original work of Ladeveze in this connection, is a simple
consequence of him treating the more general elasticity problem, instead of the Poisson problem
chosen as example here.
Returning to the general problem (72) with
⋃N
k=1 W˜
k ()⊆ V˜
N
e () we shall follow the same
approach as described above. We need to avoid the globality of the problems possibly caused (in
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analogy with the Poisson problem) by the equilibrium functions. In the localization process, we
further need to keep an eye out for linear bands (in analogy with Lemma 23). Lemma 23 is not the
appropriate result to use for possibly nonlinear problems, where the nonlinear part of SIk is being
discarded, so that (72) is the governing equation. Instead, the following analogue of Lemma 23)
holds:
Lemma 26. If
• JN = <a(ufe)=@
k · nk on @
k k = 1; : : : ; N .
• (; )∈UN;1e (JN ; @I).
• <v=@
k ≡ 0; k = 1; : : : ; N .
Then the following anti-symmetry relation holds
S˜
I
k; j(; ; v) + S˜
I
j; k(; ; v) = 0; j∈ sk ; k = 1; : : : ; N: (76)
Proof. By de'nition (28), S˜
I
k; j(; ; v)+ S˜
I
j; k(; ; v)=
∫
kj
({(j+k)JN +(j+k)− <a(ufe)=@
k ·nk}vk+
{jJN + j − a(ufe; j) · nk}<v=@
k ) ds.
Hence, the sum over all elements in support of a continuous test function, of the equations in
(72), will be independent of the splitting functions (when also the 'rst two conditions of Lemma
26 are satis'ed). This gives a linear band (similar to the one arising from Lemma 23) that must
be attended to, both by dimensioning the spaces accordingly, and by insuring that the linear band
is satis'ed.
In the light of Lemma 23 and Theorems 24 and 25, Lemma 26 may also give some good
properties for the global error. In particular if there exists a unique solution uex ∈C1() to problem
(2). Note namely that even though we seemingly in Lemma 26 have the anti-symmetry result for the
linearized part S˜
I
of SI without the requirement of a smooth, broken classical solution, this is only
in appearance. If only uw ∈C1() exists, or if uex =∈ C1() then km+jm ≡ 0 on kmjm ; m=1; : : : ; M ,
may not be satis8ed by w, and hence any (; ) satisfying the requirements of Lemma 26, may
be poor approximations to (w; w). (Compare Lemmas 7 and 18.) This observation is formulated
in the following result:
Lemma 27. Assuming the existence of a unique solution uex ∈C1() to problem (2); the selection
JN = −<aL(eex)=@
k · nk on kj; j∈ sk ; k = 1; : : : ; N; is computable and leads by Lemma 7 to the
satisfaction of the 8rst three conditions in Lemma 26 by (ex; ex).
The same has not been shown (see Lemma 18) when only the weak problem (34) has a unique
solution uw ∈C1().
Since (76) is a very crucial relation for our approach to localization of the splitting functions,
basically Lemma 27 is stating that only when we have a solution uex ∈C1() to (2), do we expect
to get good approximations from the local approach, and should we hence use this approach.
Severing the global connections among the splitting functions arising from v∈W˜
k () will be done
along the lines of Ladeveze, Kelly, Bank and Weiser, Oden and Ainsworth, and others. The tool is a
partition of the functions in W˜(
k) into functions of smaller support. Let for any k ∈{1; : : : ; N} and
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any nonzero equilibrium function v∈W˜(
k)\{0} (see (55)), {<kj(v)}j∈pk be a partition of v (i.e.
v=
∑
j∈pk <kj(v)) so that <kj(v) has support only in the interior of 
k and on the edges touching the
corner point Pkj of 
k . (Recall that {Pkj}j∈pk is the set of corner points of 
k .) Let 'nally <0kj(v) be
the extension of <kj(v) by zero outside 
k to all of  so that the element extended splitted spaces
of equilibrium functions are given by
W˜
s

k () = {0} ∪ {<0kj(v)}j∈pk ;v∈W˜(
k ); k = 1; : : : ; N: (77)
For our Poisson problem, <0kj(1) is the piece of the pyramid function centered in the point Pkj,
belonging to the element 
k , extended by zero to . In general, we shall use the extensions by
zero of <kj(v):=v<kj(1), as long as these functions satisfy (79) below, since these criteria will be
required to hold.
Including these functions in V˜
N
e () in (72), i.e.
⋃N
k=1 W˜
s

k ()⊆ V˜
N
e (), we get the equilibrium
condition (56) by summing the equations for all functions {<0kj(v)}j∈pk in the partition of any function
v∈W˜
k () for any k = 1; : : : ; N . (Because of linearity of (72) in the test function.)
If the mesh has hanging nodes, the elements 
k are replaced by so-called Macro-elements con-
sisting of one or more elements, to give patches where the edges of an element are either entirely
internal to the patch or entirely on the boundary of the patch. With these radius one patches of
macro-elements, the method that we are employing holds also for meshes with hanging nodes. For
details see [5, Section 6:6].
Now, in analogy with the approach described above, we collect functions from
⋃N
k=1 W˜
s

k () into
analogies to the pyramid functions. First, select for each element {
k}k∈R‘ in the patch ‘ of radius
one around the corner point P‘ a function  k;P‘ =<
0
k; jk; ‘(v)∈W˜
s

k () such that P‘ =Pk;jk; ‘ for k ∈R‘,
i.e. so that  k;P‘ has support in 
k and on the edges of 
k ending up in the corner point P‘. If
W˜
s

k () = {0} while
⋃
k∈R‘ W˜
s

k ()\{0} = ∅ then  k;P‘ is de'ned the same way, using any pyramid
function piece, only noting that (79) below will be required to hold. If 'nally
⋃
k∈R‘ W˜
s

k () = {0}
then no  k;P‘-functions are de'ned for k ∈R‘. Repeat this procedure for all corner points and until
all functions in a basis for
⋃N
k=1 W˜
s

k () have been used. De'ne the generalized pyramid functions
with point of attack in P‘ by
vP‘ =
∑
k∈R‘
 k;P‘ ; (78)
and let W˜‘() be the space of all the generalized pyramid functions with point of attack in P‘, for
‘ = 1; : : : ; L.
Note that the pyramid functions for the Poisson problem satisfy the two criteria
(a) vP‘ ∈C0();
(b) vP‘ is uniquely determined by vP‘ | for any internal edge  of ‘: (79)
As it turns out, we shall need these criteria satis'ed also for the general case.
If
⋃N
k=1 W˜
k ()⊆VNe () we talk about zero-order equilibration since the equilibrium conditions
and hence the existence and uniqueness results of Theorem 4 are satis'ed. If
⋃L
‘=1 W˜‘()⊆VNe ()
we talk about higher order equilibration since we have left the pieces of the splitting of equilibrium
functions untouched in the de'ning elements and hence by linearity of (72) in the test functions,
the equilibrium conditions are still satis'ed. If the function 1 is split into a linear combination of
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Lagrange basis functions of polynomial degree p, and <kj(v) = v<kj(1), we talk about pth-order
equilibration. Note that for the case p=1, that was discussed above, all Lagrange basis functions
have point of attack in corner points P‘ of the elements. For p¿ 1 there will also be basis
functions with points of attack in interior points of edges and elements. Of course the latter gives
no information about the splitting functions, but cannot be omitted since we need to maintain the
equilibrium conditions. For functions with point of attack in interior points of edges and elements
we shall still use the notation P‘ for the point and v = vP‘ for the function, but with L ¡‘6L
′
,
and we shall de'ne the patches ‘ and its set of elements {
k}k∈R‘ in the usual way. The notion of
higher order equilibration which was implicit in [28], was introduced explicitly by BabuIska et al. in
[9,32] and de'ned recently in a more scolarly setting by Ainsworth and Oden in [5, Section 6:6],
for the simple case of the Laplace problem, and only for eˆ = 0, and by BabuIska and Strouboulis
in [14].
Higher order equilibration has the advantage over zero-order equilibration that it allows local
recovery of the splitting functions. More precisely we claim that (72) with a test function vP‘ can be
solved locally for the unknowns S˜k; j(˜; ˜; vP‘) for all pairs (k; j) corresponding to neighbor elements
in the patch ‘. This is the 'rst part of the existence and uniqueness result for the splitting function
recovery problem, which corresponds to the equilibrium condition for the error problem: First note
that with the second condition in (79), S˜k; j(˜; ˜; vP‘) only appears in these equations of (72). It
is not possible to pick another corner point P‘′ and get an equation involving S˜k; j(˜; ˜; vP‘). The
same neighboring elements (k; j) could easily occur, but the second condition in (79) is suScient
to guarantee against repetitions in the trace of the test functions on the common edge. Hence, if the
second condition in (79) is satis'ed, we only need to be concerned about existence and uniqueness
of solution to the equations of (72) from one particular generalized pyramid function. Note that the
solution sought is not (yet) the splitting functions ˜ and ˜, but the various constants S˜k; j(˜; ˜; vP‘).
For this reason, it is convenient to introduce a new term rˆk(v) and rewrite the equations in problem
(72) in the form∑
j∈sk
S˜
I
k; j(˜; ˜; v) = rˆk(v):=BL;k(eˆ; v)− Rk(v)− S˜
D
k (e˜
∗; v)− SNk (v): (80)
Below, we shall also use Irk de'ned as rˆk but replacing eˆ with another function Ie to be determined.
In general the number of S˜
I
k; j-terms is around twice the number of equations for a given generalized
pyramid function. But if Lemma 26 can be applied, then the number of unknowns is halved. This
again requires (among other) that the 'rst condition in (79) is satis'ed. Unfortunately, Lemma 26
also results in a unique linear band, since the sum of the left-hand sides of the contributing equations
in (80) for a given generalized pyramid function is zero. For the uniqueness see for example the
treatment by Oden and Ainsworth in [2,4]. Hence if the sum of the right-hand sides is also zero,
then we have a one parameter family of solutions, while if the sum of the right-hand sides is not
zero, then we have no solutions.
The general situation is conveyed in the two-dimensional typical case of Fig. 2a, where A is a
corner point in the inside of a domain. Eq. (72) then takes the explicit form
S˜
I
1;5(˜; ˜; vA) + S˜
I
1;2(˜; ˜; vA) = rˆ1(vA);
S˜
I
2;1(˜; ˜; vA) + S˜
I
2;3(˜; ˜; vA) = rˆ2(vA);
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Fig. 2. Examples of the possible types of patches of elements for the test functions considered for Eq. (72).
S˜
I
3;2(˜; ˜; vA) + S˜
I
3;4(˜; ˜; vA) = rˆ3(vA);
S˜
I
4;3(˜; ˜; vA) + S˜
I
4;5(˜; ˜; vA) = rˆ4(vA);
S˜
I
5;4(˜; ˜; vA) + S˜
I
5;1(˜; ˜; vA) = rˆ5(vA): (81)
Now, if vA is continuous (i.e. satis8es the 8rst criteria in (79)), and also satis8es the other
conditions of Lemma 26, then (81) can be rewritten in the form
S˜
I
1;5(˜; ˜; vA)− S˜
I
2;1(˜; ˜; vA)= rˆ1(vA);
S˜
I
2;1(˜; ˜; vA)− S˜
I
3;2(˜; ˜; vA)= rˆ2(vA);
S˜
I
3;2(˜; ˜; vA)− S˜
I
4;3(˜; ˜; vA)= rˆ3(vA);
S˜
I
4;3(˜; ˜; vA)− S˜
I
5;4(˜; ˜; vA)= rˆ4(vA);
S˜
I
5;4(˜; ˜; vA)− S˜
I
1;5(˜; ˜; vA)= rˆ5(vA): (82)
Hence, we have 5 equations for the 5 unknowns S˜
I
k; j(˜; ˜; vA), (k; j)∈>:={(1; 5); (2; 1); (3; 2); (4; 3);
(5; 4)}. Note that if Lemma 26 was not satis8ed, then we would have 10 unknowns, and not be
able to solve the problem for the S˜
I
k; j(˜; ˜; vA). But even if Lemma 26 is satis8ed we also have a
linear band, since the sum of the 5 equations is the equation 0=
∑5
k=1 rˆk(vA), i.e. is independent of
the unknowns. If the condition is satis8ed, then we have a one parameter family of solutions, with
the homogeneous solution S˜
I;0
k; j(˜; ˜; vA) = 1, (k; j)∈>. When we have selected a solution, then we
have computed S˜
I
k; j(˜; ˜; vA), (k; j)∈> from local computations over a patch of elements of radius
one centered in A.
If the point of attack A is on the boundary of the domain, as exempli8ed in Fig. 2b, then the
situation is even simpler. We still need to ensure that the linear band is satis8ed, but the resulting
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system of 4 equations in 4 unknowns (recall that there are no splitting functions on @) has a
unique solution (under the same conditions as above). For details see [25] or [5, Chapter 6]. If
(68) is enforced, this situation of course does not arise in practice on the Dirichlet boundary @D,
and if further (69) is enforced, neither on the Neumann boundary @N .
If 8nally the point of attack A is in the interior of an edge, as exempli8ed in Fig. 2c, and
as occurring in second or higher order equilibration, then the equation system is, under the same
conditions as above, i.e. we consider continuous test functions vA with support in the open set

1 ∪ 
2 ∪ 1,
S˜
I
1;2(˜; ˜; vA) = rˆ1(vA);
−S˜ I1;2(˜; ˜; vA) = rˆ2(vA):
(83)
Hence, assuming that the linear band is satis8ed, we are left with one equation for the one unknown
S˜
I
1;2(˜; ˜; vA). This situation seems very advantageous, and will be used for the test functions in
V˜
N
e ()\
⋃L
‘=1 W˜‘(). Obviously we cannot use it for the zero- or 8rst-order equilibrium functions,
unless these turn out to be zero in the corner points of the elements. Instead this approach seems
ideal for adding equations for the recovery of higher degree approximations of splitting functions
on individual edges. This is exactly the purpose of the higher than one order equilibration. There
seems to be no good reasons to prefer higher than one order equilibration to 8rst-order equilibration
combined with the inclusion in VNe () of test functions in two element patches as discussed above.
While considering the typical example of Fig. 2, a remark about the recovery of the splitting
functions, once the S˜
I
k; j-terms have been recovered, is in order: The result of the procedure just
described, for a number of points on the same edge, is the recovery of the same number of equations
for ˜ and ˜ on the same edge. Further there are no other equations involving the splitting functions
on a given edge, than the ones coming from the points on the edge. Consider for example the two
corner points A and B in Fig. 2a giving us S˜
I
1;5(˜; ˜; vA) and S˜
I
1;5(˜; ˜; vB), i.e., two equations for
the splitting functions on 1. If = 0 on 1 then a linear  can be recovered on 1, or additional
equations can be added, by adding additional points on 1, to allow higher order recovery.
Let us now turn to the question of how to ensure existence and uniqueness of solution to the
problems (72) with one generalized pyramid function as test function. One result is the following
Theorem 28. Existence: Assume that (79) and the conditions of Lemma 26 are satis8ed with v=
vP‘ ∈W˜‘() for some ‘∈{1; : : : ; L}; or with v∈C0() having support in two adjoining elements
and on their common edge; assumed to have a positive n − 1 dimensional measure. Also in this
latter situation we shall use the notation v = vP‘ for some ‘¿L and some appropriate point of
attack P‘ on the interior part of the common edge; and we shall de8ne the patches ‘ and its
elements 
k; k ∈R‘ in the usual way. Then the problem
Find S˜
I
k; j(˜; ˜; vP‘) on all internal edges in ‘:∑
j∈sk
S˜
I
k; j(˜; ˜; vP‘) = rˆk(vP‘); k ∈R‘ (84)
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has one or more solutions if eˆ for any (smoothened) estimated error Ie is selected to be
eˆ k = Iek − bkbtb

∑
j∈R‘
Irj(vP‘)

 ?k(vP‘); (85)
where ?k(vP‘) is any function; bk = BL;k(?k(vP‘); vP‘)=8(?k) and b is the vector with components bk ;
k ∈R‘. Here 8 is a strictly positive weight function used to measure the ?k functions. Note that if
?k(vP‘) is normalized to satisfy BL;k(?k(vP‘); vP‘) = 1 and 8 ≡ 1; then bk=btb= 1=N where N is the
number of elements in the support of vP‘ ; i.e. the number of elements in the patch ‘.
eˆ k is the unique error function that
• Has the form
eˆ k(vP‘) = Iek + ck(vP‘)?k(vP‘); k ∈R‘; (86)
where ck(vP‘) are constants in 
k depending on the test function vP‘ and k; the element index.
• Satis8es ∑k∈R‘ rˆk(vP‘) = 0 to mimic rexk (vP‘):=BL;k(eex; vP‘) − Rk(vP‘) − (Bˆk − Bk)(uex; vP‘) −
SDk (uex; vP‘)− SNk (vP‘) satisfying
∑
k∈R‘ r
ex
k (vP‘) = 0 for uex ∈C1().
• Has ‖c‖‘2 minimal; where c is the vector with components ck8(?k); k ∈R‘ and ‖ · ‖‘2 is the
Euclidean norm.
If 8 ≡ 1; then we are minimizing ‖c˜‖‘2 where c˜ is the coeHcient vector with components ck , k ∈R‘.
If instead 8(?k)=‖?k‖ for some L2-type norm ‖·‖; then we are minimizing ‖c‖=(∑k∈R‘ ‖ck?k‖2)1=2.
Alternatively; if 8 ≡ 1; then eˆ k is the unique error function of the form eˆ k(vP‘) = Iek +
c(vP‘)?k(vP‘); k ∈R‘; with BL;k(?k(vP‘); vP‘) = 1; where c(vP‘) is a constant depending on the test
function vP‘ ; but independent of the element index k; so that
∑
k∈R‘ rˆk(vP‘) = 0.
Furthermore; with the selection of eˆ given by (85); problem (84) can be rewritten as
Find S˜
I
k; j(˜; ˜; vP‘) on all internal edges in ‘:∑
j∈sk
S˜
I
k; j(˜; ˜; vP‘) = Irk(vP‘)−
b2k8(?k)
btb
∑
j∈R‘
Irj(vP‘); k ∈R‘: (87)
Note again that if BL;k(?k(vP‘); vP‘) = 1 and 8 ≡ 1 then b2k8(?k)=btb= 1=N .
Uniqueness: Rewrite (87) as a square matrix problem in the form
As˜ = rˆ (88)
where s˜ and rˆ have as components the relevant S˜
I
k; j(˜; ˜; vP‘) and Irk(vP‘)−(bk8(?k)=btb)
∑
j∈R‘ Irj(vP‘).
If P‘ is a boundary point of  or an internal edge point (compare to Fig. 2 case b or c); then
A has one more row than it has columns. With one arbitrary equation deleted from (88); the
resulting problem
A′s˜ = rˆ′ (89)
has a unique solution; which does not depend on which equation is eliminated.
If instead P‘ is a corner point of an element; then A is a quadratic matrix with a kernel of
dimension 1 spanned by a vector; say s˜0.
Assume that kerAtA= kerA; and de8ne B:=s˜0(s˜0)t=((s˜0)t s˜0).
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Then the square matrix problem
(AtA+ B)s˜ = At rˆ + B (90)
has a unique solution s˜ which is the solution to (88) that has the smallest value of ‖s˜ − ‖‘2 .
 has as components the relevant
∫
kj
a(u˜) ·nkvP‘ ds for some known approximation u˜ of the exact
solution uex; in order for S˜
I
k; j(˜; ˜; vP‘) to mimic S
I
k; j(ex; ex; uex; vP‘)=
∫
kj
a(uex; k) · nkvP‘ ds as far as
possible.
Proof. Existence: As noted, the left-hand sides of the equations in (84) sum to zero when summed
over all elements in the patch of support of the test function. Note that this is also the case when
replacing ˜ and ˜ with the exact splitting functions ex and ex for uex ∈C1(), since these functions
satisfy the requirements of Lemma 26. Also, as claimed in the theorem, the “exact” right-hand sides
rexk sum to zero for C
1 solutions according to Theorem 20 and Lemma 23. Hence, a reasonable way
to obtain existence of solution is to maintain this condition for the approximated right-hand sides,
i.e. impose the conditions
∑
k∈R‘ rˆk(vP‘) = 0. To ensure satisfaction of this condition, we choose to
select the error estimator eˆ appropriately. Say that Ie is the global error estimator function delivered
to the splitting function recovery problem from algorithm 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6. Then let eˆ be determined
according to (86). Note that eˆ depends on the element and the test function in the patch considered,
i.e. eˆ becomes multi valued in a given element. This is of no direct concern however. For each
patch problem that is considered, eˆ is uniquely de'ned. The reason for the suggested choice of
normalization of the spanning functions ?k will be clear below.
Now, we choose the constants ck so that eˆ satis'es the linear band:
0=
∑
k∈R‘
rˆk(vP‘)
=
∑
k∈R‘
(BL;k(eˆ; vP‘)− Rk(vP‘)− S˜
D
k (e˜
∗; vP‘)− SNk (vP‘))
=
∑
k∈R‘
(ck(vP‘)BL;k(?k(vP‘); vP‘) + BL;k( Ie; vP‘)− Rk(vP‘)− S˜
D
k (e˜
∗; vP‘)− SNk (vP‘))
=
∑
k∈R‘
(ck(vP‘)BL;k(?k(vP‘); vP‘) + Irk(vP‘))
= btc + Ir (91)
with Ir =
∑
k∈R‘ Irk(vP‘). Note that if 8 ≡ 1 and ?k(vP‘) is normalized to satisfy BL;k(?k(vP‘); vP‘) = 1,
actually b= 1, the vector with all components equal one.
Obviously (91) has several solutions, and we shall select the one with the smallest Euclidean norm
to minimize the adjustment of the error estimate Ie. Depending on 8 this results in the minimization
of various measures of the adjustment vector, from the Euclidean norm of the coeScient vector for
8 ≡ 1 to some L2-type function norm of the whole adjustment vector function. In any case we
consider the minimization problem
Find c that minimizes ctc with the constraint btc + Ir = 0: (92)
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The problem is easily reformulated with Lagrange multiplier techniques to
Find c and @: 0=c; @
(
ctc − @(btc + Ir))= ( 2c − @b
btc + Ir
)

c =− b
btb
Ir
(
=− 1
N
Ir1
)
; @=− 2
btb
Ir
(
=− 2
N
Ir
)
; (93)
where the bracketed expressions hold when the ?-functions are normalized so that bk = 1 for all
relevant k and 8 ≡ 1. The computational advantage is clear, so if the implied norm is acceptable,
this should be the method of choice.
Since ck above turns out to be independent of the element in the patch when BL;k(?k(vP‘); vP‘) =1
and 8 ≡ 1, as noted in the theorem, the same result (87) could also be achieved simply by replacing
eˆ k above with eˆ k = Iek + c?k and avoiding the minimization process.
Inserting the expression for eˆ k from (85) in the expression for rˆk , using the de'nition of Irk and
the normalization condition for ?k we immediately get (87).
Note that the proposed adjustment of the (smoothened) error estimate Ie is not necessarily optimal
in the sense that it minimizes the di>erence between the exact and recovered S˜
I
k; j’s. Other adjustments
are possible. Of course replacing Ie with the exact error eex would be ideal.
Uniqueness: The uniqueness after removing one equation, when the point of attack P‘ is on @ or
in an interior point of an internal edge, has been discussed above. That it is arbitrary which equation
is removed comes from the fact that the linear band is satis'ed.
Now consider the case where the point of attack P‘ is a corner point of an element. That (87)
has a one parameter family of solutions has already been established below equation (80). Let s˜1
be an arbitrary solution to (88) so that the complete solution to (88) can be written as s˜= s˜1 + As˜0
for an arbitrary (real) constant A.
We need one condition to select A. For this consider the de'nition of SIk; j and in particular the
second line in (29). Obviously, we would like our S˜
I
k; j(˜; ˜; vP‘) to mimic S
I
k; j(ex; ex; uex; vP‘) =∫
kj
a(uex; k) · nkvP‘ ds. But since uex is unknown, we must replace it by some known approximation
u˜. With the choice u˜ = 0, the following procedure simpli'es into the approach taken by Oden and
Ainsworth in [1–4]. u˜ = ufe is not a good choice since a(uex) depends on the 'rst derivatives of
uex. With the assumption of uex ∈C1() some smoothening (as proposed by Zienkiewich and Zhu)
could be applied to ufe to get a better approximation. In any case, let the relevant components of∫
kj
a(u˜) · nkvP‘ ds be gathered into the vector .
Hence, we want to minimize s˜− over A. Since A is scalar we can only enforce one condition, so
it seems reasonable to select A so that ‖s˜− ‖2‘2 is minimized over all A. Di>erentiating (s˜1 + As˜0 −
)t(s˜1+As˜0−) with respect to A and setting the result equal to zero gives A=(t s˜0−(s˜1)t s˜0)=((s˜0)t s˜0)
and hence s˜= s˜1 + {(t s˜0− (s˜1)t s˜0)=((s˜0)t s˜0)}s˜0 = (I −B)s˜1 +B, where I is the identity matrix and
B = s˜0(s˜0)t=((s˜0)t s˜0).
To avoid having to actually perform the tedious process above, we seek a nonsingular matrix
problem, having the recovered s˜ as the unique solution.
When retaining the “right” variables in the usage of Lemma 26, it is always possible to ob-
tain kerA = kerAt = span{1}. Note that z ∈ kerAtA ⇔ Az ∈ kerAt ⇔ z ∈ kerA or Az = A1 ⇔
z ∈ kerA since the sum of the components in 1 is nonzero, and hence Az=A1 has no solution. Then
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kerAtA= kerA. This equality may also hold in other situations, and we shall assume that it holds,
without specifying explicitly that s˜0 = 1. Then it is easy to see that AtA+ B is nonsingular:
Let s = z + As˜0 where zt s˜0 = 0 be the orthogonal splitting of an arbitrary vector s (of the same
dimension as s˜0) along s˜0 and it is orthogonal complement. Now (AtA+B)s=(AtA+B)(z+ As˜0)=
AtAz + ABs˜0 = AtAz + As˜0. Note also that (AtAz)t s˜0 = 0 so that (AtA + B)s = 0 ⇔ AtAz = 0 and
As˜0 = 0⇔ z = 0 (since zt s˜0 = 0) and A= 0⇔ s = 0.
With our nonsingular matrix established, we note that (AtA+B)s˜=(AtA+B)((I −B)s˜1 +B)=
AtAs˜1 + B = At rˆ + B where we have used for the second to last equality sign, that AB = 0 and
BB = B.
Concluding, in order to impose (56) in the form of (72), we use the condition
L⋃
‘=1
W˜‘()⊆ V˜
N
e (): (94)
To get further test functions, we can extend with pyramid functions with points of attack in internal
points of internal edges and support in only two elements, i.e. with the notation introduced above
L′⋃
‘=L+1
W˜‘()⊆ V˜
N
e (): (95)
To get existence of solution, in the light of (87), we Balance the equations:
Denition 29. De'ne the Balancing
◦
G k(v) of a generic term Gk(v) for the test function v by
◦
G k(v) = Gk(v)− Ck(v)
∑
j∈R‘
Gj(v); (96)
where Ck(v) = b2k8(?k)=b
tb is as de'ned in Theorem 28.
In the special case considered in Theorem 8 Ck(v)=1=N (v) where N (v) is the number of elements
in the support of the test function v. With balancing and solving (72) for the appropriate S˜
I
k; j(˜; ˜; v)
instead of directly for (˜; ˜) we end up with the problems
Find S˜
I
k; j(˜; ˜; v) on all internal edges in ‘:
◦
B
L;k
( Ie; v) =
◦
R k(v) +
◦
S˜ Dk (e˜
∗; v) +
◦
S Nk (v) + S˜
I
k(˜; ˜; v); k ∈R‘
∀v∈ V˜Ne (); ‘ = 1; : : : ; L: (97)
All these local problems have existence of solution, and a unique solution is found using the methods
of Theorem 28 depending on the point of attack of the patch ‘.
After recovering the various S˜
I
k; j(˜; ˜; v), the traces of (˜; ˜)∈ U˜
N
e (JN ; @I) are recovered.
For our Poisson example with Dirichlet conditions, given by (1), corresponding to the procedure
described above, the problem (52) splits into separate problems for the recovery of the various
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S˜
I
k; j(˜; ˜; v), and the following recovery of the traces of (˜; ˜). The 8rst problem, which is the
analogy with (97), takes the slightly simpler form (still avoiding the super index (i))
Find S˜
I
k; j(˜; ˜; v) on all internal edges in ‘:
◦
B L;k( Ie; v) =
◦
R k(v) +
◦
S˜ Dk (e˜
∗; v) + S˜
I
k(˜; ˜; v); k ∈R‘
∀v∈ V˜Ne (); ‘ = 1; : : : ; L: (98)
The recovery of the traces of (˜; ˜) is done exactly as in the general case.
Finally, for the selection of the type of basis functions: When using piecewise polynomials for
the 'nite element trial and test spaces, then this is also a natural choice for the functions in U˜
N
e and
V˜
N
e . A natural choice for U˜
N
e (JN ; @I) is to simply restrict U
N
e (JN ; @I) to piecewise polynomials,
by requiring the traces on all pieces of internal edge 0kmjm and 
1
kmjm for m = 1; : : : ; M to be in
some polynomial space. It is also natural to consider dim(V˜
N
e ()|kmjm ) = dim(U˜
N
e (JN ; @I)|kmjm ) for
m= 1; : : : ; M , since for the computation of S˜
I
k; j(˜; ˜; v) only the trace of v on kj is of signi'cance.
The de'nition of v in the interior of the elements can be chosen either to simplify computations or
to decrease the error |BL;k(eˆ; v)−BL;k(e; v)|= |BL;k(eˆ−e; v)| committed in the discretization step from
(46) to (72). This can be done in various ways: either the low order terms in Ufe can be singled
out for elimination in the hope of reducing pollution error e>ects, or the intermediate order terms
in U˜e\Ufe can be singled out for elimination in the hope of making the estimation of the splitting
functions perform as if we have an ideal error estimator. Finally high-order terms can be singled out
for elimination in the hope of reducing problems from singularities. Annihilating the intermediate
order terms seems like the general purpose way to go (singularities and pollution should be dealt
with directly in the error estimation procedures), i.e. we should try to select the equilibrium test
functions in the interior of the elements to minimize |BL;k(u; v)|, ∀u∈ U˜e\Ufe, for example by least
squares.
Finally we reach the following procedure for the recovery of ˜ and ˜:
i. Let an error estimator Ie be given.
ii. If there exists a unique solution uex ∈C1() to problem (2) then
1. Choose U˜e() and V˜e() according to item 1 of Algorithm 5.
2. Find from (55) W˜(
k), k=1; : : : ; N; and construct the partitions W˜
s

k () (see (77)) and 'nally
from (78) and the accompanying discussion also W˜‘(), ‘ = 1; : : : ; L. (For one possible
implementation of the equilibrium condition, V˜e() is restricted to satisfy (73) (W˜(
k)={0},
k =1; : : : ; N ) and U˜e() is restricted correspondingly to maintain the dimension requirements
in item 1 of Algorithm 5. Hence W˜‘() = {0}, ‘ = 1; : : : ; L).
3. Choose JN =−<aL(eex)=@
k · nk = <aL(ufe)=@
k · nk on kj, j∈ sk , k = 1; : : : ; N .
4. Choose U˜
N
e (JN ; @I)⊂XN;1e (JN ; @I).
Note that if JN = 0 everywhere on @I then  ≡ 0 and we need not deal with  at all.
Choose further U˜
N
e (JN ; @I) to consist of piecewise polynomials, by requiring the traces on
all pieces of internal edge 0kmjm and 
1
kmjm for m− 1; : : : ; M to be in some polynomial space.
5. Choose V˜
N
e ()=
⋃L
‘=1 W˜‘()∪V˜
N′
e () where V˜
N′
e () is de'ned to be
⋃L′
‘=L+1 W˜‘() and
consists of piecewise polynomials (functions that are polynomials on each of the elements 
k ,
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k=1; : : : ; N ), each with support in only two adjoining elements and their common edge. Also
(68) and the dimensional requirements dim(U˜
N
e (JN ; @I)) = dim(V˜
N
e ()) must be satis'ed.
This dimensional equality is extended down to edge level.
Internal degrees of freedom in V˜
N
e () are chosen either to simplify computations, or to
decrease the error BL;k(eˆ; v) − BL;k(eex; v) committed in the discretization step from (46) to
(72).
6. Find (˜; ˜) by 'rst solving (97) for various S˜
I
k; j-terms and then recovering (˜; ˜) from these
terms.
Note that we do not need to estimate e˜∗ in (97) since (58) and (68) are both satis'ed so that
the
◦
S˜ Dk -term drops out. If (73) is not enforced, we have to 'nd the sets W˜
k , k = 1; : : : ; N ,
and design a partition of unity. If (73) is enforced, we instead have to estimate the error eex
in some nodal points, and deal with the errors from such approximations or, for @D = ∅,
enforce continuity in these points and work from @D and into . In both approaches we
further need to deal with the approximation error from the estimation of the error eex in
the full domain . Note also that computations are generally simpli'ed by taking ‘ to be
patches around internal points on internal edges (‘¿L). This way each ‘ consists of only
two elements.
iii. If we cannot assume the existence of a smooth, broken classical solution uex ∈C1() we may
need to deal with the full problem (72) instead of (97), just as we need to let go of the
conditions k +j ≡ 0 on kj and k ≡ j ≡ 0 on 1kj(JN ), and ultimately solve global problems
for ˜ and ˜.
Algorithm 7. Procedure for recovery of approximations to Neumann condition splitting functions
based on local (patchwise) information
For computations, it is practical to avoid the problems of having two traces for each splitting
function on each internal edge. Instead, one trace is selected on each internal edge to compute with
and the other trace is de'ned so that the two traces sum up to one for the  functions and to zero for
the  functions. (Of course, this is only valid when there exists a smooth, broken classical solution
uex ∈C1() to problem (2).) Edges are connected to elements by the numbering scheme {kmjm}Mm=1.
An internal edge kmjm will be denoted a primary internal edge of 
km and a secondary internal
edge of 
jm . The primary internal edges of an element 
k are then {kmjm ∈ @I : km = k} and the
secondary internal edges are {kmjm ∈ @I : jm = k}. Only traces of the Neumann condition splitting
functions on the primary internal edges of the elements will be computed. To obtain this we rewrite
the de'nition (28) of S˜
I
k using the anti-symmetry relation (76) (which holds if the four requirements
in Lemma 9 are satis'ed):
S˜
I
k(; ; v) =
∑
j∈sk
S˜
I
k; j(; ; v)
=
∑
m∈{1;:::;M}: km=k
S˜
I
km; jm(; ; v) +
∑
m∈{1;:::;M}: jm=k
S˜
I
km; jm(; ; v)
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=
∑
m∈{1;:::;M}: km=k
S˜
I
km; jm(; ; v)−
∑
m∈{1;:::;M}: jm=k
S˜
I
jm; km(; ; v)
=
∑
kj∈pe(
k )
S˜
I
k; j(; ; v)︸ ︷︷ ︸
trace on pe(
k )
−
∑
kj∈se(
k )
S˜
I
j; k(; ; v)︸ ︷︷ ︸
trace on pe(neighbor to 
k )
pe and se stand for primary and secondary edges respectively: (99)
Here the second term with the negative sign in front is the sum over all secondary edges of

k but computed with contributions from the primary edges of the neighboring elements using the
anti-symmetry relation (76).
The selection of patches of radius 1 for the local support of the test functions is not essential.
Larger patches may also be used. This might lead to better recovery of pollution errors, while of
course also the computational burden is increased.
9. Smoothening and getting Dirichlet boundary conditions for the error
Recovering and strongly enforcing Dirichlet boundary conditions for the error on the element
edges is the subject of the 'rst part of this section. If the Dirichlet conditions are continuous a C0
smoothening of the error is implied, i.e., getting Dirichlet boundary conditions and doing smoothening
are closely related actions and the subjects will be treated together here. Still, it is possible to do
smoothening of an existing error function without recovering boundary conditions. This situation will
be considered at the end of this section. We shall only consider local smoothening, but mention that
similarly to Algorithm 6 for the error recovery, global smoothening is possible and likely necessary
to recover e>ects of pollution error and similar global e>ects.
For the 'rst method the main objective is to replace the Neumann boundary conditions on the
internal edges with Dirichlet boundary conditions, and hence solve local Dirichlet problems for the
error estimator. We shall only consider this approach in the case where the exact error is continuous
and the splitting approach degenerates to simply recovering the common value of the error on the
two sides of the internal edges. This way we also obtain a smoothening (C0) of the error estimator.
To recover Dirichlet boundary conditions on the internal edges, as always problem (46) provides the
governing equations. As for the Neumann condition problem considered in Section 8, the Dirichlet
conditions will depend on the error, which must then be estimated (with Ie) prior to the estimation of
the Dirichlet conditions. With the notation of algorithm 1, we are trying to recover the ith estimated
splitting functions ˜(i) and ˜
(i)
for some i¿1. Ie then corresponds to Ie (i−1) which initially (i=1) may
not depend on the splitting functions, which leaves us with the unsmoothened a priori Null, Dirichlet
and Neumann error estimators of Algorithms 2, 3 and 4 for the computation of e˜ (i−1). Later, for i¿ 1,
Ie = Ie (i−1) may depend on ˜(i−1) and ˜(i−1) which allows the use of the unsmoothened global–local,
global–global and local–local estimators of Algorithms 5 and 6.
A possible way to get consistent Dirichlet boundary conditions for the error on an internal edge
kmjm is the following: As before, we start discarding the linearization error terms (Bˆk − Bk)(uw; v),
(SD;2k − SˆD;2k )(uw; v) and (SI;2k; j − Sˆ I;2k; j)(uw; v) from (46). By using continuous test functions with sup-
port in only the interior of the union of the two neighboring elements 
km and 
jm , we eliminate
all boundary contributions except for the contributions from the common edge kmjm . Adding the
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equations from the two contributing elements and using the anti-symmetry relation (76) we elim-
inate also the last boundary contribution and thus all contributions from the Neumann condition
splitting functions. For this to work, we need (76) to hold. This is by Lemma 26 and 10 satis'ed
if we are in case ii of Algorithm 7 and ii.3-4 and the continuity condition in (79) hold. Finally we
replace the unknown error function e with a function Iem which is constructed from the smoothened
error estimator Ie. Here we shall assume, that Ie can be spanned by a Lagrangian basis, so that for
any k = 1; : : : ; N , j∈ sk , its values in interior points on kj with respect to Rn−1 (denoted int(kj)),
in boundary points of kj again with respect to Rn−1 (denoted @kj), and 'nally in internal points
of 
k , are given by separate sets of degrees of freedom. Now Iem is constructed from Ie by leaving
the degrees of freedom connected with int(kmjm) free for the determination of Ie
int
m := Iem|int(kmjm ). On
@kmjm , some weighted average Oe of the values of Ie from all elements touching the points are used,
to obtain continuity of the Dirichlet boundary conditions for the error also in corner points of the
mesh. Finally, all other degrees of freedom are 'xed at the values provided by Ie.
This approach allows the splitting of the problem of the recovery of Dirichlet boundary conditions
into problems local to each edge, of the form
Find Ieintm ∈ U˜
D
e (kmjm):
(BL;km + BL;jm)( Iem; v) = (Rkm + Rjm)(v); ∀v∈ V˜
D
e;m(); m= 1; : : : ; M:
(100)
For m = 1; : : : ; M , U˜
D
e (kmjm) = U˜e()|int(kmjm ) and V˜
D
e;m()⊆Ve() contains continuous functions v
de'ned on all of O but with support only in the patch O
km∪ O
jm . Also we assume that dim(V˜
D
e;m())=
dim(U˜
D
e (kmjm)). This gives the following algorithm:
i. Let an error estimator Ie be given.
Let on the boundary of the internal edges Oe be determined from Ie, as an average over the values
from all elements touching the given point of the boundary.
ii. If there exists a unique solution uex ∈C1() to problem (2) then
1. Choose JN =−<aL(eex)=@
k · nk = <aL(ufe)=@
k · nk on kj, j∈ sk , k = 1; : : : ; N .
2. Let for m=1; : : : ; M , U˜
D
e (kmjm)=U˜e()|int(kmjm ) and select V˜
D
e;m()⊂C0( O)∩{v: support(v)⊆
( O
km ∪ O
jm)} ∩Ve() so that dim(V˜
D
e;m()) = dim(U˜
D
e (kmjm)).
3. Let for m= 1; : : : ; M ,
Iem(x) =


Ieintm (x) for x∈ int(kmjm);
Oe(x) for x∈ @kmjm ;
Ie(x) else in 
km ∪ 
jm;
where Ieintm ∈ U˜
D
e (kmjm) is recovered from problem (100).
4. Update Ie according to Ie|
km∪
jm∪( O
km∩ O
jm ) = Iem, for m= 1; : : : ; M .
Algorithm 8. Procedure for recovery of approximations to Dirichlet conditions for and a priori
smoothening of the error, based on local (patchwise) information
This procedure will be denoted a priori smoothening of the error, and the Dirichlet boundary
conditions recovered from the problems (100) will be called a priori Dirichlet conditions, since we
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recover information about the error on an edge without using any prior knowledge about this error.
Instead we use the a priori error estimator away from the edge to recover a better estimate on the
edge. If a priori Dirichlet conditions are enforced on the error trial space, the resulting estimated
error will be globally continuous.
For the second method to be considered in this section, the objective is not to recover Dirichlet
boundary conditions, but only to improve on the smoothness of an already recovered raw error
estimator e˜ satisfying (54). Such an estimator, when recovered from the local problems (54) may
not be globally continuous, as we know that the exact error should be if only uw; ufe ∈C0(). We
shall consider various local and global approaches.
The most simple minded approach is to use an average of the various Dirichlet conditions provided
by the error estimator on the internal edges (possibly weighted on the boundaries as in Algorithm
8), i.e.
1. Let an error estimator e˜ be given.
2. Let
Ie(x) =
{
Oe(x) for x∈ Okmjm ;
e˜(x) else in 
km ∪ 
jm; for m= 1; : : : ; M;
where Oe(x) is some (weighted) average of the values of e˜(x) from all contributing elements. Oe(x)
may not depend on what element is considered, but only on x.
Algorithm 9. Procedure for local, a posteriori smoothening of error estimator, based on local (patch-
wise) information
This procedure will be denoted local, a posteriori smoothening of the error, and the Dirichlet
boundary conditions will be called local, a posteriori Dirichlet conditions, since we recover infor-
mation about the error on an edge using prior knowledge about this error.
While Ie∈C0( O), the error equation in (54) might not be satis'ed by the smoothened error esti-
mator Ie, even though it was satis'ed by the unsmoothened error estimator e˜. To avoid this problem,
we can replace Algorithm 9 with the following procedure:
1. Let an error estimator e˜ be given.
2. De'ne U˜
′
e by restricting U˜e() with u|@
k = Oe with Oe as in Algorithm 9 and de'ne V˜
′
e by restricting
V˜e() with v|@
k = 0, all for k = 1; : : : ; N .
3. Then recover e˜′ from the following problem:
Find e˜′k ∈ U˜
′
e()|
k :
BL;k(e˜
′
k ; v) = 0; ∀v∈ V˜
′
e ()|
k ; k = 1; : : : ; N: (101)
4. Let Ie = e˜ + e˜′.
Algorithm 10. Improved procedure for a posteriori smoothening of error estimator, based on local
(patchwise) information
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Then Ie satis'es (54) with the test space V˜
′
e , and Ie∈C0( O) with Ie| Okmjm = Oe, for m= 1; : : : ; M .
With the local approach of Algorithms 9 and 10, it is unlikely that global e>ects from pollution,
etc. will be recovered in the 'rst few iterations of Algorithm 1. To obtain that, a global approach
seems necessary.
For our Poisson example problem, this whole section is unchanged, apart from the replacement
of BL;k with Bk , since the original variational form for the example is bi-linear and hence does not
need linearization.
10. The complete error estimation process
Now, let us consider the entire process for the recovery of an estimate for the error. We shall
assume the existence of a unique broken, classical solution uex ∈C1() and that (76) holds by the
selection in Lemma 27 and (79) whenever test functions have support in more than one element.
We then have problem (46) and its discretization (97) for the recovery of Neumann boundary
conditions on the internal edges of the mesh. We have problem (46) and its discretization (100),
for the recovery of Dirichlet boundary conditions on the internal edges of the mesh, and for the a
priori smoothening of the recovered error. We also have problem (46) and its discretization (54) for
the recovery of the error. Finally, we have Algorithms 9 and 10 for the a posteriori smoothening of
the recovered error. While at 'rst sight these problems may look like independent local problems,
the fact that the boundary conditions are found by solving problems over patches of more than one
element binds them together into one global problem. This is also necessary to maintain hope of
existence and uniqueness of solution. Otherwise it would be possible to recover the error for the
global problem (2) from local information only. Pollution error is a simple example of the fact that
this is not the case in general.
As suggested in Algorithm 1 we shall use an iterative approach to the recovery of the error: From
an initial estimate of the error and local versions of problems (97), and=or (100), we now compute
Neumann and=or a priori Dirichlet boundary conditions for the estimated error. Basically we impose
Dirichlet conditions taken from the initial error estimator to cut the connection to other elements on
edges not in focus. Then we use the resulting local versions of problems (97) and=or (100) to recover
information on the edges in focus. Now we use the recovered boundary conditions in problem (54)
to recover a current estimate of the error both inside and on the boundary of all elements. Finally,
we use Algorithms 9 and 10 possibly together with global problems of the form (59), for an a
posteriori smoothening of the recovered error, to correct the current estimate of the error and obtain
the known global smoothness properties of the error. Making the resulting corrected estimate of the
error the initial estimate of the error we can iterate getting a new current error and a new correction.
This process may be continued until the required global smoothness properties are satis'ed up to
some tolerance, or until money or patience runs out. Note that solving the global, linear problems
is feasible only for nonlinear problems or when an LU or similar decomposition of the matrix has
been kept from the recovery of the 'nite element solution. If this is not the case then the global
problems and the correction step must be avoided and the iteration performed without this step. To
summarize, Algorithm 11 below presents the possible steps in the complete error estimation process.
In order to keep computation costs down, the stopping criteria in this algorithm will normally be
selected simply to be “i = 2” or “i = 3”, i.e. automatic stop after one or two iterations.
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Initialization. i = 0
1. Get an initial guess of the error and the solution:
Select the initial raw error estimator e˜ (0) in one of two ways:
a. As the a priori null error estimator according to Algorithm 2 (possibly e˜ (0) ≡ 0).
Or
b. As the a priori Dirichlet error estimator according to Algorithm 3 with U˜
(0)
e and V˜
(0)
e replacing
U˜e and V˜e respectively.
Select the initial exact solution estimate u˜ (0) = e˜ (0) + ufe and the initial smoothened error estimate
Ie (0) = e˜ (0) (since e˜ (0) is continuous).
2. Select smoothness of the error and type of estimation for the splitting functions:
Let j = 0 if no continuity should be enforced on the estimated error.
Let j = 1 if continuity in all element corner points should be enforced on the estimated error.
Let j = 2 if global continuity should be enforced on the estimated error a priori.
Let j = 3 if global continuity should be enforced on the estimated error a posteriori using Algo-
rithm 9.
Let j = 4 if global continuity should be enforced on the estimated error a posteriori using Algo-
rithm 10.
Let j′ = 0 if (73) should be enforced when estimating the splitting functions in Algorithm 7.
Let j′=1 if (73) should not be enforced when estimating the splitting functions in Algorithm 7.
Iteration. For i = 1; 2; 3; : : : do
3. Select trial and test spaces for the error problems:
Select U˜
(i)
e () and V˜
(i)
e () according to item 1–4 of Algorithm 5 with U˜
(i)
e and V˜
(i)
e replacing
U˜e and V˜e respectively.
In item 2 of Algorithm 5, if j= 1; 2; 3; 4 then restrict U˜
(i)
e () by 'xing the values in all element
corners at the values of Ie (i−1). Alternatively the values can be marked as 'xed, while the actual
values are given only when needed. Then whenever e˜ (i) has been computed for one element, all
element corners are 'xed at the values provided by e˜ (i). To compute e˜ (i) in an element, enough
corner values must be given, to avoid rigid body motion i.e. to get unique recovery. Hence for
this alternative to function, the process must start from a known Dirichlet boundary, and “work
its way into the domain”. When restricting U˜
(i)
e (), also restrict V˜
(i)
e () with 0 in all element
corners where the trial space has been restricted.
Still in item 2 of Algorithm 5, if j′ = 0 then make sure that (73) is enforced (and restrict U˜
(i)
e
appropriately).
If j′ = 1 then compute W˜
(i)
(
k), k = 1; : : : ; N according to (55), and W˜
(i)
‘ (), ‘ = 1; : : : ; L
according to the description above (78), with super index (i) on the appropriate spaces.
4. Get Neumann boundary conditions for the error:
If j = 2 then select JN , (U˜Ne )(i)(JN ; @I) and (V˜
N
e )
(i)() according to item ii.2–5 of Algorithm 7
with (U˜
N
e )
(i) and (V˜
N
e )
(i) replacing U˜
N
e and V˜
N
e respectively.
Then recover S˜
I
k; j(˜
(i); ˜
(i)
; v) from problem (97) with the above replacements and with Ie (i−1)
replacing Ie, i.e.
Find S˜
I
k; j(˜; ˜; v) on all internal edges in ‘:
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◦
BL;k( Ie
(i−1); v) =
◦
Rk(v) +
◦
S˜
D
k (e˜
∗(i); v) +
◦
SNk (v) + S˜
I
k(˜
(i); ˜
(i)
; v);
k ∈R‘; ∀v∈ (V˜Ne )(i)(); ‘ = 1; : : : ; L!; (102)
using the approach of Theorem 28.
Finally, 'nd (˜(i); ˜
(i)
)∈ (U˜Ne )(i)(JN ; @I) from the S˜
I
k; j(˜
(i); ˜
(i)
; v) just recovered.
5. Get a priori Dirichlet boundary conditions for the error:
If j = 2 then select (U˜
D
e )
(i)(kmjm), (V˜
D
e;m)
(i)() and Ie(i−1)m according to Algorithm 8, items ii.2–3,
with (U˜
D
e )
(i), (V˜
D
e;m)
(i) and U˜
(i)
e replacing U˜
D
e , V˜
D
e;m and U˜e, respectively, and Ie
(i−1)
m , ( Ie
int
m )
(i−1),
Oe (i−1), and Ie (i−1) replacing Iem, Ie
int
m , Oe, and Ie, respectively. In particular Ie
(i−1)
m is computed on the
interior of the edges from problem (100) with the above replacements, i.e.
Find ( Ie intm )
(i−1) ∈ (U˜De )(i)(kmjm):
(BL;km + BL;jm)( Ie
(i−1)
m ; v) = (Rkm + Rjm)(v); ∀v∈ (V˜
D
e;m)
(i)(); m= 1; : : : ; M: (103)
Now restrict U˜
(i)
e () with u|kmjm = Ie (i−1)m |kmjm and restrict accordingly V˜
(i)
e () with v|kmjm = 0 for
m= 1; : : : ; M .
Finally update Ie (i−1) and u˜ (i−1) according to Ie (i−1)|
km∪
jm∪( O
km∩ O
jm )= Ie
(i−1)
m and u˜
(i−1)|
km∪
jm∪( O
km∩ O
jm )
= ufe + Ie
(i−1)
m for m= 1; : : : ; M .
6. Get the error:
Recover the i’th raw error estimator e˜ (i) from problem (54) with U˜
(i)
e and V˜
(i)
e replacing U˜e and
V˜e and with e˜
∗(i), ˜(i) and ˜
(i)
replacing e˜∗, ˜ and ˜, respectively, i.e.
Find e˜ (i) ∈ U˜(i)e ()|
k :
BL;k(e˜
(i); v) = Rk(v) + S˜
D
k (e˜
∗(i); v) + SNk (v) + S˜
I
k(˜
(i); ˜
(i)
; v);
∀v∈ V˜(i)e ()|
k ; k = 1; : : : ; N: (104)
Note that if j = 2, problem (104) does not depend on ˜(i) and ˜
(i)
. Note also that (e˜ (i) +
ufe)∈C0( ∪ @N ) is weakly enforced for j = 2 and that e˜ (i) ∈C0( O) is strongly enforced for
j = 2.
7. Get a posteriori Dirichlet boundary conditions for the error:
If j = 0, 1 or 2 then let Ie (i) = e˜ (i).
If j=3 then compute Ie (i) according to Algorithm 9, item 2, with Ie (i), e˜ (i) and Oe (i) replacing Ie, e˜
and Oe, respectively.
If j = 4 then compute Ie (i) according to Algorithm 10, items 2–4, with (U˜
′
e)
(i), (V˜
′
e )
(i), U˜
(i)
e and
V˜
(i)
e replacing U˜
′
e , V˜
′
e , U˜e and V˜e, respectively, and e˜
(i), Oe (i), (e˜′)(i), and Ie (i) replacing e˜, Oe, e˜′,
and Ie, respectively.
Note that ( Ie (i) + ufe)∈C0( ∪ @N ) is still weakly enforced, but only in a smaller space, and
that Ie (i) ∈C0( O) is strongly enforced.
8. Get global information about the error:
If global information about the error is to be recovered then update Ie (i) with a solution to the
global problem (59) where the right-hand side may depend on Ie (i).
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9. Terminate or loop:
If satis'ed then STOP. Otherwise increase i by one and continue from item 3.
Algorithm 11. Iterative procedure for recovery of estimated error and splitting functions based on
local (patchwise) information
11. Numerical results
In this section we show a few numerical results, also presented in [26], in an attempt to partially
verify the approach introduced in the article. A more thorough veri'cation is postponed to a followup
paper. We shall concentrate on the heart of the method, which is the recovery of the Neumann
condition splitting functions. Consider the example (1) with f selected such that
uex(x; y) = (x1:8 − x)(y2:2 − y) for (x; y)∈: (105)
The standard variational formulation of this problem is solved with a 'nite element method with 16
uniform bi-quadratic elements.
We concentrate on the e>ects of the selection of the approximation spaces for the Neumann con-
dition splitting functions. To do this, we disallow the iteration in the error recovery process. Instead,
knowing the exact solution, we provide the splitting function recovery process with the optimal
guess for the error function, namely the exact error. Note that this makes the investigation “noncom-
putational” in a practical setting, where the exact solution is unknown. Instead, the setting mimics
a converged iterative process. Once the splitting functions have been recovered, we “forget” the
knowledge about the exact error, and estimate the error using only the recovered splitting functions.
In the frame of algorithm 11 we only intend to go through the computations once, so in item 9
we let the stopping criterion be If i = 1 then STOP. Instead, in item 1, we let e˜ (0) = eex. In item
2 of algorithm 11, we select j = 1 to impose continuity in all corner points of the estimated error.
This allow the selection of test functions that are zero in all corner points, so that we can take
j′ = 0. In item 3 we then select piecewise bi-cubic spaces for the estimation of the error. (Recall
that the 'nite element solution was bi-quadratic.) Trial and test spaces are identical except that
the test functions are zero in the corner points, while the trial functions are forced continuous, by
propagating inwards into the domain, the values computed from the elements touching the external
boundary of the domain. Both trial and test functions are restricted to be zero on the outer Dirichlet
boundary of the domain. In item 4 we then compute the estimated Neumann splitting functions,
using, as noted above, the exact error on the left-hand side in (102). For the trial spaces, we replace
the  functions by zero (which can be shown to be correct in this case) and the  functions by
polynomials ˜p of degree p = 0; 1; 2 and 3, on each internal edge. The test functions are selected
to be continuous, with support in the two elements bounding up to the edge in question. On the
edge they are polynomials of degree p + 2 (since they have to be zero in the two end points).
Inside the bounding elements the edge polynomials are extended quite arbitrarily as polynomials of,
as low degree as possible being zero on the boundary of the two element patches. A typical plot of
one trace of the exact and approximated  functions is shown in Fig. 3. (The exact  is the “cubic
looking”, solid curve in each picture. Items 5, 7 and 8 of algorithm 11 are skipped, and in item 6
we compute the estimated error using the computed splitting function approximations from item 4,
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Fig. 3. Plots of typical exact  and polynomial approximating ˜p equilibrium functions of degrees p = 0; 1; 2 and 3, for
the test problem considered.
and the spaces from item 3. Note that the SD and SN terms are missing; the 'rst because of the
homogeneous boundary conditions on the error test space, and the second because of the vanishing
of the Neumann boundary. Plots of the pointwise error for the various ˜p approximations are shown
in Fig. 4. It is clear from the 'gure, that as p is increased towards 3, we get a better and better
recovery of the error up to and including the bi-cubic terms. The remaining error is of bi-quartic
or higher order. This shows that the theory presented leads to the correct results. How to optimally
transform the theory into a computable method, is left for the followup computational investigation.
12. Conclusion
This article has presented a number of formulations of the problem(s) of a posteriori error estima-
tion in the 'nite element method. Which options to take will likely depend on the given situation.
To be able to construct the theory, it has been necessary to assume the existence of a bro-
ken, classical solution in C1(). A similar approach for weak solutions, in H2() has not been
proven.
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Fig. 4. Exact minus estimated error for the test problem described in this section, with estimated error forced continuous
in one corner point in each internal element and  replaced by ˜p and  by 0 for i: p=3. ii: p=2. iii: p=1. iv: p=0.
Of novel discoveries, in the article it is shown, that in the usual equilibrium approach, the usual
splitting functions () must be supplemented with another set () unless the jump function being
splitted is identically nonzero. Also the known approach of high order equilibration is given a solid
foundation, explaining, with an existence and uniqueness result for the error recovery process, to what
extent the approach is necessary and to what extent it can be replaced by other methods. Further,
another existence and uniqueness result for the Neumann boundary condition recovery problem, gives
a similar solid foundation, explaining the somewhat heuristic approach often used in practice, as the
minimization of more or less relevant quantities, and giving control over what quantities are used.
Of course, the main contribution is to collect and create the theoretical foundation for a number of
error estimation methods used in practice.
Error estimation is generally divided into the two classes of smoothening and residual approaches.
Since the presentation given above is exact, it must 't all error estimation approaches of any valor. It
is fairly easy to develop residual estimators based on the presentation, simply by approximating vari-
ational forms, throwing away or replacing noncomputable terms, and then severing global smoothness
constraints. To develop smoothening approaches based on the framework given, involves more se-
vere changes of the variational forms followed by a more strict imposing of the global smoothness
conditions. The normal approach until now, has been to completely discard the variational form
and smoothen the obtained 'nite element solution. Obviously the framework given here allows for
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cases intermediate between residual and smoothening approaches, or for iterative methods, combining
residual and smoothening steps.
Since most methods considered in the literature 'ts within the framework, a signi'cant amount
of computational results support it. The goal behind the development of the framework has been
to be able to compare di>erent methods, and possibly come up with optimal methods in some
sense. The approach will be to work on various test cases, from the Poisson equation to more
complicated nonlinear problems, and consider the various possibilities of error estimation allowed
by the framework. Results of such a comparison will be presented elsewhere.
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